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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Freedom and Explanation 

by 

Joshua Randall Hollowell  

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Philosophy  
University of California, Riverside, June 2012  

Dr. John Martin Fischer, Chairperson 
 

 In this dissertation I will explicate the sourcehood and leeway conditions, primarily 

by way of the concept of explanation. This yields three significant results. First, in 

clarifying the leeway condition, we find that it has two distinct ideas packed into it—one 

modal, one explanatory. These two ideas in fact correspond to two quite different 

versions of the control condition. Second, it turns out that the connection between the 

leeway condition and the sourcehood condition is far tighter than heretofore supposed. 

Though these are usually treated as clearly distinct and perhaps competing versions of the 

control condition,  it turns out that they share a common core. Specifically, both involve 

what I call the explanatory condition, according to which you are only responsible for 

what you do if you are the explanation of it. That is, if you are the explanation in an 

unqualified sense.  

 The most exciting result, though, is that incompatibilists of either stripe are 

committed to a contentious claim about explanation: the displacement principle. 

According to the displacement principle, earlier ‘links’ in explanatory chains displace 

later ones. That is, in a case where A explains B, and B explains C, A would displace B, 
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meaning that the explanation of C is A and not B. So, for instance, if the past and the 

laws of nature explain my character and motivational profile, and these, at least 

apparently, explain my actions, then in fact it is the past and the laws that explain my 

action. My character and motivational profile are merely an apparent explanation of my 

actions. This is, I argue the central point of dispute between compatibilists and 

incompatibilists. If the displacement principle is true, it is hard to see how the 

incompatibilist can fail. If, on the other hand, it is false, it is hard to see how the 

incompatibilist could succeed. Defending the displacement principle will not be a simple 

task. The incompatibilist faces an uphill battle. 
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SHEPPY: I wish now I’d gone down to the Isle of Sheppey when the doctor 
advised it. You wouldn’t ‘ave thought of looking for me there. 
 
DEATH: There was a merchant in Baghdad who sent his servant to market to buy 
provisions and in a little while the servant came back, white and trembling, and 
said, Master, just now when I was in the marketplace I was jostled by a woman in 
the crowd and when I turned I saw it was Death that jostled me. She looked at me 
and made a threatening gesture; now, lend me your horse, and I will ride away 
from this city and avoid my fate. I will go to Samarra and there Death will not 
find me. The merchant lent him his horse, and the servant mounted it, and he dug 
his spurs in its flanks and as fast as the horse could gallop he went. Then the 
merchant went down to the market-place and he saw me standing in the crowd 
and he came to me and said, Why did you make a threatening gesture to my 
servant when you saw him this morning? That was not a threatening gesture, I 
said, it was only a start of surprise. I was astonished to see him in Baghdad, for I 
had an appointment with him tonight in Samarra. 
 
SHEPPY: [with a shudder] D’you mean there’s no escaping you? 
 
DEATH: No. 
--W. Somerset Maugham, Sheppy Act III  

 

Chapter One: Introduction 

 If you were to ask a bright undergraduate philosophy student about the free will 

problem, they would likely say that the question at the heart of it is whether or not free 

will and thus moral responsibility are compatible with the truth of determinism. That is, if 

the laws of nature and events in the distant past are jointly sufficient to determine the 

course of all future events, can we have free will—the control necessary for moral 

responsibility? Would it still be appropriate to praise and blame people for what they do? 

Incompatibilists argue that if the past and the laws of nature determine the course of 

events—including our own actions—then it is not up to us what we do, and we cannot be 

held morally responsible for our actions. They think that if determinism is true it would 
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be unfair to praise and blame us for our actions. Compatibilists argue that we have the 

same control over our actions whether determinism is true or not, and that we are morally 

responsible in either case. They think that the propriety of praise and blame does not 

depend on whether or not determinism is true. 

 This answer is essentially correct. Of course, it also leaves out a great deal. For one 

thing, there is not really just one free will problem. Some theorists argue that free will is 

an impossibility for reasons having little or nothing to do with determinism.1 Others 

argue that the nature of time or of truth might preclude the control necessary for moral 

responsibility.2 Parallel problems of free will arise in philosophy of religion. Divine 

foreknowledge leads some to argue that if God knows what I will do before I do it, what I 

do is not really up to me. This problem is compounded by divine providence—God not 

only knows what I will do, but has specifically planned for me to do it. Still other 

philosophers think that the free will problem is not raised by determinism specifically, 

but by mechanism: if everything results from the sorts of causal mechanical tugs, fits, and 

factors that drive the motions of planets, billiard balls, and electrons, how can there be 

real agency at all?3 

 Even as a description of the problem of freedom and determinism, our 

undergraduate’s answer glosses over numerous distinctions, details, and disputes. For one 

thing, getting clear on just what the thesis of determinism says is surprisingly difficult—

                                                
1 See, for instance, Galen Strawson 1994 “The Impossibility of Moral Responsibility.” 
2 These problems usually appear under the heading of fatalism. See for instance Bernstein in Kane 2002 
3 See for instance Dennet 1984, Bok 1998, Malcolm 1968. 
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more than one philosopher has wondered whether there is a single, coherent thesis of 

determinism.4 For another, although there is something right about dividing theorists into 

two camps—incompatibilists and compatibilists—the actual divisions among the various 

partisans are far more complex. Though all incompatibilists hold that free will is 

incompatible with determinism, only some think that we actually lack free will. These 

hard incompatibilists are to be distinguished from libertarians—incompatibilists who 

think that determinism is false and we have free will. On the compatibilist side, there is a 

distinction between classical compatibilists, who think that determinism is compatible 

with ability to do otherwise, and semi-compatibilists. The latter are theorists who argue 

that determinism would deny us the ability to do otherwise, but that moral responsibility 

does not require that we have this ability. All of these positions can be still further broken 

down into an increasingly detailed taxonomy based on their particular commitments.  

 Important as such distinctions are, though, they are qualifications, refinements, and 

expansions—corrections to omissions rather than errors. The simple picture sketched by 

our undergraduate captures important features of the philosophical terrain. If anything 

deserves to be called the free will problem, it is the problem of freedom and determinism. 

The debate surrounding this problem is essentially between compatibilists and 

incompatibilists. This dissertation concerns this core problem, and the dialectic between 

compatibilism and incompatibilism. 

 At the center of this dialectic is a shared premise: compatibilists and 

incompatibilists alike agree that agents can be appropriately held responsible only for 

                                                
4 E.g., Strawson 1974 and Watson 2004 
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what they have the right kind of control over. There are a number of competing accounts 

of the control necessary for moral responsibility. This control, though, is always a 

relationship between someone who is responsible and that for which they are responsible. 

More specifically, to say that moral responsibility requires control is to say that if the 

relationship between an agent and something for which she might be responsible is not 

thus-and-so, then she is not, in fact responsible for it. This structural feature allows for 

three distinct questions: one each about the relata, one about the relationship. 

 First, what sorts of things can an agent be morally responsible for? Natural 

candidates include actions, omissions, decisions, choices, acts of will, character traits, 

states of affairs, bodily movements, and many other things besides.5 Whether it is one, 

some, none, or aspects of these is an open and interesting question—one that I will not 

address at all. For convenience of diction, I will speak only of responsibility for actions, 

but nothing turns on this choice and the reader is invited to expand and alter this domain 

to suit. 

 Second, what sort of thing is the agent such that she can be related to an action in a 

way that allows her to be responsible for it? What part or feature of the agent needs to 

stand in this relationship to the action? Broadly speaking, the answer will be something 

that is either identical to the agent, is a part or feature of the agent, or belongs to the 

agent. Along these lines, candidates include the body, the will, her own reason-responsive 

mechanism, her reasons, her aims, ends, or purposes, her character, and many other 

things besides. Whether it is one, some, or none of these is an open and interesting 

                                                
5 See for instance Pereboom 2001, Fischer and Ravizza 1998 
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question—one that I will not address at all. Since what the various candidates have in 

common is that they are in some sense or other internal to the agent, I will, for 

convenience sake, speak simply of the agent, or of things internal to the agent, or of 

agential factors as a shorthand for the domain of identicals, aspects, and belongings. The 

reader is again invited to expand, contract, and alter this domain to suit. I am explicitly 

excluding from this domain what we might call agent-external factors. This is a catchall 

category including anything not deemed appropriately internal. Paradigmatically, this 

will include, e.g., blindly causal factors like the ones that induce epileptic seizures, 

interference from other agents by way of manipulation or coercion, and the influence of 

alien or irresistible urges and desires like kleptomania. These examples only scratch the 

surface. The thing to note is that there are clear cases, and that we have an intuitive 

command of the distinction. Suppose, for example, that I bump into you and you spill you 

drink all over your date. If this is because I was overcome by a paroxysm of jealousy and 

wanted to ruin your evening, the explanation for my behavior is internal. If I bumped you 

because I tripped on the host's cat, or because my friend thought it would be funny to 

push me, then the explanation of my behavior is external. These are judgments we are 

competent to make, and nothing in what follows will turn on the categorization of subtle 

or contentious cases. 

 Finally, what is the relationship that needs to obtain between agent and action? 

There are, again, many accounts of this—some put forward by compatibilists, some by 

incompatibilists. I will be concerned with the two versions of the control-relationship put 

forward by incompatibilists as in conflict with the truth of determinism: ‘sourcehood’ and 
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‘leeway.’6 According to the sourcehood condition, you are responsible for your actions 

only if you are their origin or source. According to the leeway condition, you are 

responsible for your actions only if you could have done otherwise. Given that these 

conditions are the linchpin of the incompatibilist position, one would expect them to be 

well understood. One would expect to find crisp, clear, well-developed explications of 

both these conditions. Surprisingly, we find the opposite. 

 The basic idea behind the leeway condition is that we must have some ‘room to 

maneuver,’ some way to ‘get around’ doing what we actually do.7 Most theorists 

articulate the leeway condition in terms of what we can do or could have done, or in 

terms of our powers and abilities, or in terms of what it is and is not possible for us to do, 

or in terms of access to alternative possibilities. These ways of putting it leave open a 

basic question as to the meaning of the leeway condition. One can get the general idea 

clearly enough—especially if one employs spatial metaphors like ‘getting around,’ or 

images of networks of branching paths. But what and where is this space I’m supposed to 

maneuver in? Exactly what do the paths and branchings really represent? The answers to 

these questions are non-obvious, and all the key terms in which the leeway condition is 

framed—can, could, ability, possibility, and power—are consistent with two quite 

different readings that the incompatibilist could give. All these terms allow for the 

incompatibilist to understand leeway either modally, in terms of possible worlds, or non-

modally in terms of explanation.  

                                                
6 The term ‘leeway’ was coined by Derk Pereboom. 
7 This sort of spatial metaphor is, as we shall see, not uncommon. 
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 Other incompatibilists claim that the control required to underwrite moral 

responsibility essentially requires that we be the source of our actions. According to the 

sourcehood condition, then, control requires that we initiate, originate, or be the ultimate 

source of our action. This version of the control condition has risen to prominence largely 

due to doubts raised about the leeway condition by Harry Frankfurt and others.8 Given 

the prominence of the sourcehood condition in the literature, it is surprisingly hard to get 

a clear picture of just what it involves. Sourcehood is not an immediately transparent 

notion, and much of this literature neglects to provide any substantial gloss on ‘source’ at 

all. Rather, what we find is an assortment of paraphrases that contribute little of substance 

because the terms used in the paraphrase are themselves no clearer than ‘source.’  

 For instance, source incompatibilists, according to Michael McKenna (who coined 

the term), "hold that the fundamental threat to moral responsibility from determinism 

derives, not from the thought that in a deterministic world an agent cannot do otherwise; 

it derives instead, from the thought that, if determinism is true, an agent's actions do not 

originate in her. The ultimate source of her actions traces back to sources before her 

birth."9 Here McKenna has used the idea of origination to paraphrase ‘source.’ If one 

does not already understand what sourcehood is supposed to amount to, this is not going 

to be much help: origination is hardly a clearer or simpler concept. McKenna, moreover, 

recognizes the potential unclarity of the term. However he explicitly declines to further 

                                                
8 See Frankfurt 1969. 
9 Mckenna 2001, p. 40 
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elaborate on the sense of 'source' at work here, asserting that the arguments available to 

the source incompatibilist render such analysis unnecessary.10 

  In a similar vein, Kevin Timpe offers this articulation of the sourcehood condition: 

SC: A person chooses freely only if he is the source (or originator or initiator) of 
his choice. 

SC helps capture the following intuitions regarding an agent's choices: 
 My choices should depend on facts about me! 
 I'm the one who made it happen. 
 It's in virtue of my activity that the world is changed.11 

Adding initiation to source and origination is less than illuminating, and though his 

subsequent use of italicized pronouns certainly emphasizes the central role of the agent, it 

does not make it any clearer just what that role is.  

 Nor is it helpful to say, as Derk Pereboom and others do, that being the source 

means that our actions are not the result of a deterministic process, or are not produced by 

a causal chain that reaches outside the agent.12 On the one hand, this way of putting it 

introduces the idea of production. Lacking some theory of production, this is no more 

help than origination and initiation were.  

 Setting aside production, we have the idea that source means not being at the end of 

a deterministic process or causal chain. This, though, is just a way of describing what it 

would come to for determinism to be true. If all the sourcehood condition meant was that 

if determinism is true, then we lack the control necessary for responsibility then the 

condition would be a tedious restatement of the thesis of incompatibilism. Such a 

                                                
10 Mckenna 2001, p. 47 
11 Timpe 2008, p. 75 
12 Pereboom 2001, p. 3 
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principle provides no rationale for the incompatibilist position, and the point of the 

sourcehood condition is to help us do just that.  

 Pereboom’s preferred expression of the sourcehood condition is similarly 

unhelpful: 

(O): If an agent is morally responsible for her deciding to perform an action, then 
the production of this decision must be something over which the agent has 
control, and an agent is not morally responsible for the decision if it is produced 
by a source over which she has no control.13  

The main thing to note is that Pereboom has essentially couched the sourcehood 

condition—which is itself a claim about the kind of control needed for responsibility—in 

terms of control. If we do not already know what the appropriate sort of control is, this 

principle is entirely uninformative. The only other term in Pereboom’s (O) is production, 

and that is no more helpful here than it was above. 

 It is, then, not at all clear just what either the leeway condition or the sourcehood 

condition would in fact require. This is not to say that these conditions are entirely 

mysterious—it is easy enough to get the general feel of them. But this sort of vague, 

implicit grasp of these key concepts will not be sufficient to secure the kind of dialectical 

progress we should be aiming at. 

 In this dissertation I will explicate the sourcehood and leeway conditions, primarily 

by way of the concept of explanation. This yields three significant results.  

                                                
13 Pereboom 2001 p. 4 
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 First, in clarifying the leeway condition, we find that it has two distinct ideas 

packed into it—one modal, one explanatory. These two ideas in fact correspond to two 

quite different versions of the control condition  

 Second, it turns out that the connection between the leeway condition and the 

sourcehood condition is far tighter than heretofore supposed. Though these are usually 

treated as clearly distinct and perhaps competing versions of the control condition,14 it 

turns out that they share a common core. Specifically, both involve what I call the 

explanatory condition, according to which you are only responsible for what you do if 

you are the explanation of it. That is, if you are the explanation in an unqualified sense.  

 The most exciting result, though, is that incompatibilists of either stripe are 

committed to a contentious claim about explanation: the displacement principle. 

According to the displacement principle, earlier ‘links’ in explanatory chains displace 

later ones. That is, in a case where A explains B, and B explains C, A would displace B, 

meaning that the explanation of C is A and not B. So, for instance, if the past and the 

laws of nature explain my character and motivational profile, and these, at least 

apparently, explain my actions, then in fact it is the past and the laws that explain my 

action. My character and motivational profile are merely an apparent explanation of my 

actions.  

 This is, I argue the central point of dispute between compatibilists and 

incompatibilists. If the displacement principle is true, it is hard to see how the 

incompatibilist can fail. If, on the other hand, it is false, it is hard to see how the 

                                                
14 See Mckenna 2001, Pereboom 2001 for instance 
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incompatibilist could succeed. Defending the displacement principle will not be a simple 

task. The incompatibilist faces an uphill battle. 

 I will proceed as follows. In chapter two I will say more about the concept of 

explanation; I will make it clear how I mean to use the term, provide a brief introduction 

to the philosophy of explanation, and make a case for the metaphysical respectability of 

the concept of explanation. In chapter three I will argue that there are two distinct 

incompatibilist renderings of the leeway condition: the modal branching requirement and 

the explanatory condition. I go on to show that the explanatory leeway incompatibilist 

must endorse the displacement principle. In chapter four I will argue that the sourcehood 

condition is a combination of the explanatory condition and the displacement principle. 

In chapter five I show that any attempt to defend the displacement principle will face 

substantial theoretical hurdles. In chapter six I offer some concluding remarks as to the 

progress made so far and the future course of the project. 
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Chapter Two: Explanation 

§1 Introduction 

 In what follows, the concept of explanation will play a crucial role in the 

elucidation of leeway and sourcehood. On reflection, this should not be surprising. The 

idea that responsibility is connected to explanation—somehow—is not a new one. 

Explanation has been a perennial supporting character in the free will literature, though 

only occasionally a lead. It has, moreover, played a wide variety of roles. For one, 

explanation has been used to articulate the threat determinism poses to moral 

responsibility. Incompatibilist Laura Ekstrom puts it this way: 

I took the course of my life to be up to me, but now I see that there is a full 
account for what I have done and who I have become. Hesitancy in fully freeing 
oneself of responsibility may be ascribed to doubt that there really is a 
deterministic story explaining the entire course of one’s life.15 

John Earman has also articulated the threat of determinism in this way: 

The commonly cited motivation is to show, by tracing back the state to a time 
before the agent was born, that the agent’s actions are produced by factors that are 
clearly not under his control. I would prefer to put the point slightly differently. In 
my form of the construction we see that all human actions, in so far as they are 
physically characterizable, are deterministically explained by exactly the same 
factors—those that go to make up the state at t=10^10 years—that explain the 
actions of sunflowers and every thing else in the physical realm; and as for human 
mental life, either it is parasitic on the physical or else it makes no difference in 
producing the physical actions. Libertarians are so-called because they want to go 
on to join to this construction further premises: if human actions are 
deterministically explained by exactly the same factors that explain the actions of 
sunflowers, then humans no more act freely than do sunflowers…16 

                                                
15 in Kane 2002, p. 320. 
16 Earman 1986, p.241 
Unfortunately, Earman does not elaborate on the idea of deterministic explanation. The quoted passage 
comes at the end of a long book on the thesis of determinism, and this is the first time he talks of 
deterministic explanation. Note also that Earman conflates libertarianism and incompatibilism. 
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Similarly, it has been suggested that the free will problem arises because we develop 

strategies of explanation that capture all phenomena, including our actions: 

A less popular and more radical claim is that factors beyond our control produce 
all our actions. Since the first appearance of strategies for comprehensive 
explanation in ancient times, philosophers have been aware that our theories about 
the world can challenge our commonplace assumptions about agency in this more 
general way.17 

 Explanation is especially likely to arise as a term in the conversation with respect to 

those incompatibilists who are libertarians. Libertarianism is the view that free will is 

incompatible with determinism, but that determinism is false and we have free will. 

Though most libertarians do not do so, Robert Kane has, at times, said that a privileged 

explanatory relationship to one’s actions is central to the libertarian conception of free 

will: 

What libertarians want to say is that the free agent is the sole or ultimate cause of 
his or her choices or motives in the sense that the only explanation for why the 
agent made a given choice rather than not is that the agent rationally willed to do 
so. No explanation can be adequate that does not refer to the agent's rational 
will.18 

Though Kane no longer frames his position in such explicitly explanatory terms, 

explanation, as I will argue, still plays a central role in his view. Certainly some have 

glossed his view in this way: 

When an agent is morally responsible, this effort of will is explained by the 
agent’s character and motives.19 

                                                
17 Pereboom 2001, p. xiii 
18 Kane 1985, p. 46, section 3.15 
Though Kane no longer frames his position in such explicitly explanatory terms, explanation, as I will 
argue, still plays a central role in his view. 
19 Pereboom 2001, p. 42.  
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 Even when explanation is not constitutive of libertarian freedom, it is sometimes 

given a role to play. It has been suggested that certain forms of libertarian freedom might 

have a special value precisely because they would secure a special explanatory 

relationship between agent and action. In particular, Alfred Mele has used the concept of 

explanation to say why those kinds of freedom that might be secured by libertarian 

accounts of free will might be valued. He writes: 

She values, she says, a kind of independent agency that includes the power to 
make a special kind of explanatory contribution to some of her actions and to her 
world—contributions that are not themselves ultimately causally determined 
products of the state of the universe in the distant past. She values having an 
explanatory bearing on her conduct that she would lack in any deterministic 
world.20 

 Then again, explanation is key to certain objections to libertarian accounts of 

responsibility.21 It is argued that libertarian versions of free will are such that we would 

not bear the right explanatory relationship to our actions. In particular, some have argued 

that libertarian conceptions of free will would preclude rational explanation of our 

actions. Libertarians also face objections framed in terms of luck. This threat to moral 

responsibility has been couched in terms of explanation as well: 

It doesn’t matter what the causal structure of the universe is; luck explains all our 
decisions and all our actions. If…luck is a problem there is no free will.22 

                                                                                                                                            
This is offered as a gloss on Robert Kane’s view. 
20 Mele 1999, p. 286. 
It is, to my mind, not clear why explanatory contributions that are not causally determined should be more 
valuable than those that are. Mele, though, does not provide an argument to show that this explanatory 
relationship should be valued. Rather he proposes that it would not be unreasonable for an agent to value 
this sort of freedom, and thus not unreasonable to prefer libertarian freedom to compatibilist freedom. 
21 See, for instance, Russell 1984, Nagel 1986. 
22 Levy (forthcoming) Cited in Timpe 2008, p. 101 
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 Explanation has also been invoked in reference to the sort of freedom we might 

have even if determinism is true—that is, in discussions of compatibilism. In response to 

Mele’s claim that libertarian freedom might have a valuable quality that cannot be 

secured by any compatibilist account of freedom, John Martin Fischer has argued that 

compatibilist accounts of freedom can secure a kind of explanatory relationship that is at 

least as valuable: 

But there is another sort of importance, which is, in my view, at least as 
compelling; let us call this the “importance of indispensability.” Note that even if 
causal determinism obtains, invocation of prior states of the world plus the natural 
laws cannot explain our behavior and its upshots without also explaining that we 
make a certain sort of contribution to them. That is, the prior conditions and laws 
of nature explain what happens only by also explaining that we make a certain 
sort of contribution—that our deliberations have a certain character, for example. 
The very factors that explain what happens cannot explain the way the way the 
world actually unfolds without also explaining that we make a certain sort of 
contribution through (for example) our unhindered deliberations.23  

 Marina Oshana has argued that self-explanation is something we can only 

legitimately ask of those who are responsible for their actions: 

…in judging a person responsible, we are saying the person is accountable for her 
behavior, in the sense that we think it is appropriate that the person offer an 
explanation of her intentions or beliefs about her behavior.24 

Similarly, some have characterized the compatibilist position held by Peter Strawson in 

this way: 

On a third view, which like Strawson’s view is an inherently social approach, 
moral responsibility is a function of the appropriateness of expecting an agent to 
provide an explanation for his behavior.25 

                                                
23 Fischer in Buss/Overton 2002. p. 17 
In response to Mele’s claim that libertarian freedom might have a valuable quality that cannot be secured 
by any compatibilist account of freedom, John Martin Fischer has argued that compatibilist accounts of 
freedom can secure a kind of explanatory relationship that is at least as valuable. 
24 Oshana 1997, p. 71 
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Though her actual account of free will is couched in non-explanatory terms,26 Dana 

Nelkin has suggested that that our sense of ourselves as free crucially involves taking 

ourselves to stand in an explanatory relationship to our actions: 

Rational deliberators must believe, in virtue of their nature as rational 
deliberators, that they have multiple alternatives from which to choose, where 
their deliberation is the explanatory nexus (or decisive factor) among those 
alternatives.27  

 This, of course is a claim about how we, as rational deliberators, think about 

freedom. Indeed, her claim is that as rational deliberators, we must think of ourselves in 

this way. The claim that we, in fact, think about responsibility in terms of explanation 

also features centrally in the recent work of compatibilists Gunnar Bjornson and Karl 

Persson. 

 They have proposed that when people make responsibility judgments, they are 

doing so in a way that tracks their explanatory judgments.28 That is, people reason about 

responsibility in the way they reason and think about explanation. This, they argue, 

explains a number of different features of the dialectic in the free will debate. Further, 

they argue that, from a psychological perspective, this is what we ought to expect given 

                                                                                                                                            
25 Timpe 2008, p. 7 
26 For Nelkin, the control necessary for moral responsibility is the ability to act for good reasons. 
27 Nelkin, 2011. P. 142 
 This, of course is a claim about how we, as rational deliberators, think about freedom. Indeed, her 
claim is that as rational deliberators, we must think of ourselves in this way. 
Though her actual account of free will is couched in non-explanatory terms, Dana Nelkin has suggested 
that that our sense of ourselves as free crucially involves taking ourselves to stand in an explanatory 
relationship to our actions. 
 For Nelkin, the control necessary for moral responsibility is the ability to act for good reasons. 
(Nelkin 2011) 
28 Bjornson and Persson 2009 
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the social and psychological function of judgments of moral responsibility. This, then, is, 

as they put it, “a psychological rather than a semantic analysis or a metaphysical claim. It 

tells us what criteria people use in determining whether someone is responsible for 

something, but it does not say whether these criteria define the essence of moral 

responsibility.”29 That is, they are, in the first place, making a claim about the way we 

think and reason about moral responsibility, not about what moral responsibility is.30 This 

is as far as their arguments will take us. As a matter of metaphysics, we cannot presume 

that the proper analysis will track social practice and function. Some compelling, 

antecedent argument is needed to show that this is the case. In considering whether moral 

responsibility is compatible with determinism, we are, after all, entertaining the 

possibility that all our usual judgments about and practices surrounding moral 

                                                
29 Bjornsson and Persson 2009, p. 4 
30 Bjornsson and Persson offer two lines of support for their hypothesis. Neither is suitable as support for a 
robust, metaphysical version of their claim. 
 The first is that we should expect moral responsibility judgments to track explanatory judgments 
because of the social and evolutionary function of those judgments. They argue that the main point of 
deciding whether someone is responsible is to direct rewards and sanctions meant to alter behavior. In order 
to do this effectively, our responsibility judgments must lead us to target our blame-behaviors at targets 
who will be receptive to that blame and likely to change in response to it.  
 Though this may be some reason to believe that we would end up having institutions and practices 
that teach us to assign responsibility in this way, it does not give us much reason to think that this is what 
genuine moral responsibility is. First, a judgment that it is not worth holding someone responsible for their 
actions is consistent with the judgment that they are morally responsible. I may realize that Daniel is so 
egoistic and callous that my blame would have no effect on his behavior, and that it is just not worth my 
time and energy to engage with him in this way. Nonetheless, when he behaves in a cruel and underhanded 
manner, I think he is morally responsible for this—that is why his behavior disgusts me so. Second, even if 
we do judge moral responsibility, this line of argument gives us little reason to think that we should: we are 
offered only a rather dubious consequentialist justification.  
 The second line of support is their extended argument that the explanatory hypothesis would 
explain the way in which people assess philosophical arguments about moral responsibility. This argument 
is long and involved, but the details need not concern us here. The point I would like to focus on is that 
their argument turns on the claim that explanatory judgments are relative to fragile, contextual, explanatory 
perspectives, subject to alteration by changes in focus. Though the practical task of formulating 
explanations is certainly affected by changes of focus in the way they describe, the claim that explanatory 
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responsibility might be misguided. To assume that the facts track our practice is simply to 

illegitimately assume compatibilism. 

 Others, however, have gone farther, and placed explanation at the heart of these 

issues, not merely in terms of psychology, but in terms of metaphysics. Gary Watson has 

recently suggested that it is questions of explanation that are at the heart of the most 

serious form of incompatibilism. He writes: 

As I suggest…one might be troubled by causality in human affairs on two distinct 
grounds. The most familiar is that determinism appears to entail that no one can 
do or choose otherwise. A quite different worry, however, is that if our “actions” 
are just outcomes of the history of causal forces to which they are subject, they 
are not imputable to us as agents. The first version I call modal incompatibilism 
because of its focus on possibility and necessity. The second version I call 
explanatory incompatibilism; if determinism is true there seems to be no validity 
to the distinctive forms of explanation by which we attribute behavior to ourselves 
and one another. Incompatibilism in either form has always seemed to me 
misguided, but I should say that of the two, the explanatory version seems to me 
to pose the deeper challenge. For it involves the more general philosophical task 
of fitting together a picture of ourselves as reason-responsive beings with our idea 
of nature as a system of meaningless forces, and we are not at all sure how to do 
that. It is indeed hard to see ourselves as products of nature…but the thought that 
indeterminacy will help is an illusion.31 

 Watson’s claim puts a great deal of weight on the concept of explanation. However, 

the most striking claim about the role of explanation in the metaphysics of free will and 

responsibility, comes from Harry Frankfurt. He claims that anything that is irrelevant to 

the explanation of an action is irrelevant to the question of moral responsibility for that 

action. 

                                                                                                                                            
facts are so affected is deeply contentious. To be sure though, if their thesis is psychological and behavioral 
the secure version of this claim is sufficient to possibly do the work they set out for it. 
31 Watson 2004, p. 7 Introduction to Agency and Answerability Watson offers this as a gloss on his essay 
“Free Action and Free Will.” This is peculiar inasmuch as the terms ‘modal incompatibilism’ and 
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When a fact is in this way irrelevant to the problem of accounting for a person’s 
action it seems quite gratuitous to assign it any weight in the assessment of his 
moral responsibility.32 

This claim, if taken up seriously, would lead us to put explanation at the center of our 

investigation of the conditions of moral responsibility. To my knowledge, though, no one 

(not even Frankfurt) has done this. In this dissertation, I will be taking a first step in this 

direction. 

 Given the centrality of explanation to the overall project, it is important to clarify 

the sense of explanation at issue before proceeding. Therefore in this chapter I will 

introduce the concept of explanation and provide a brief survey of some salient features 

of the explanation literature. This will serve two purposes. First, it will, I think, help 

forestall various confusions that might otherwise arise. Second, though I will reiterate 

crucial points where appropriate, some familiarity with these issues will make a number 

of later points easier to grasp and digest.  

 I will proceed as follows. In section two I will describe the concept of explanation 

as I will be employing it. In sections three through five I will briefly describe the most 

prominent strategies for constructing an account of explanation: expectability, causation, 

and questions. In each case I will briefly describe some examples of theories that employ 

these strategies. Finally, in section six I will argue that explanation is a metaphysically 

respectable concept. 

 

                                                                                                                                            
‘explanatory incompatibilism’ don not appear at all in the text of the article. Nor, so far as I know, do they 
appear anywhere else in Watson’s published work. 
32 Frankfurt, 1969. p. 837. 
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§2 Explanation 

 Explanation is being used in a mundane sense—the sense at work when we say that 

a lightning strike explains the brushfire, that the moon explains the tides, or that my 

tardiness explains my haste. Here we have a relationship between at least two things: one, 

called the explanandum, gets explained, and the other, called the explanans, ‘does the 

explaining.’33 Both explanandum and explanans are features of the world—things like 

facts, events, and states of affairs. The central task in the philosophy of explanation is to 

say just what this relation consists in—to say what makes it the case that one thing 

explains another. 

 It is often helpful to articulate explanatory relationships in terms of the why-

questions that request explanations and the because-clauses that give them.34 So, for 

example, when we ask why the house burned down, we are requesting an explanation, 

and our answer ‘because the candle fell into the drape’ provides one.35 Or, to take another 

example, the question ‘why did my neighbor’s lawn survive the drought?’ is answered by 

an explanation like ‘because that’s Bermuda grass—it has deep roots.’ Or again, if I ask 

why Rachel did not move her knight out of range of my queen, you can answer by saying 

‘because she didn’t notice that it was in danger’ or, perhaps ‘because she is setting a 

cunning trap,’ and these would count as answers because they would explain her 

behavior, and the right answer just is the right explanation. Together, a why-question and 

                                                
33 I say ‘at least’ because some accounts of explanation depend on adding further relata such as context. 
See, for instance, van Fraassen 1980. 
34 The connection between questions and explanation has long been recognized as basic. See for instance 
Hempel 1962, Wright 2011. 
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the because-clause that answer it express an explanatory relationship; because-clauses 

alone nearly always give explanations. Claims about what explains what can always be 

paraphrased in these terms. 

 This helps to distinguish the sense of explanation at issue from some other common 

ones. We may, for instance, explain how to do something, or explain the meaning of a 

word. Moreover we can explain that something happened in the sense of informing 

someone of the event by recounting it. We can tell that these cases employ a different 

sense of explanation because they do not bear the right relationship to why-questions. An 

explanation of how to tie a bowline cannot easily be requested with a why-question, nor 

can it sensibly be given with a because-clause. Just so, I would not ask why the meaning 

of supervenient is, but what it is. In what follows, I will be concerned only with those 

explanations that can be assimilated to the why-because pattern. 

 Much of the work on explanation is aimed at giving an account of explanation in 

science.36 This is, in fact, true of all the theories I will describe below. It is, however, 

widely presumed that there is an essential continuity between scientific and non-scientific 

explanation.37 Thus it is generally considered to be a strike against a theory of 

explanation if it is unable to account for everyday examples like the ones we have been 

considering. An account should be able to capture both the way that general relativity 

explains the orbit of Mercury and the way spilled wine explains the stain on the carpet.  

                                                                                                                                            
35 I borrow this example and the following one from Wright 2011 
36 See, e.g. Hempel 1962, Salmon 1989, van Fraassen 1980, among many others. 
37 See for instance Scriven 1959 
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 None of these accounts were conceived with an eye toward the explanation of 

agential behavior. Of course, to the degree that they aim to capture scientific explanation, 

they are intended to capture explanation in biology and the social sciences. Both of these 

involve the explanation of the behavior of agents—often if not always in terms of the 

reasons to which these agents are responsive. That said, most theorists seem to have 

explanation in physics or chemistry more clearly in mind when framing their views. For 

this reason, they sometimes use an idiom that fits poorly with agential explanation, and in 

some cases it is not immediately obvious how to apply the view in the agential realm. 

However, in no case does application prove impossible. None of these theories rules out 

agential explanation generally. 

 There are at least three broad approaches to the concept of explanation. According 

to the first, what a good explanation does is show why something was to be expected.38 

According to the second, explanations select causes.39 The third takes our practice of 

requesting and giving explanations to be the best model for an account of explanation, 

and is, in this sense, erotetic.40 I will briefly survey some specific examples of each. 

 

§3 Expectability 

 We ask ‘why?’ when things have not gone as we expected—when we do not 

understand why things have turned out as they have. The world—either events or 

                                                
38 This corresponds roughly to what Wesley Salmon has dubbed the ‘epistemic’ approach to explanation. 
See Salmon 1989, p. 62. 
39 Salmon’s ‘ontic.’ Salmon 1989, p. 62. 
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actions—has surprised us, and we want to know how the surprising turn of events is 

connected to what came before. We want to know how this apparent exception to the 

regular order of things falls under a general pattern. If the why-question that requests an 

explanation is a response to surprise, then we should think that the because-clause that 

answers the question and gives the explanans dissolves that surprise by showing that the 

explanandum was to be expected.  

 Below we will consider three theories of explanation that pursue this general 

strategy. First, Hempel and Oppenheim’s covering law model, according to which 

explanation shows things as having been ‘to be expected’ by subsuming them under 

general laws.41 Second, Salmon’s statistical relevance model, according to which the 

explanans shows that the explanandum was to be expected because the presence of the 

explanans changes the probability of the explanandum obtaining.42 Finally, I will present 

Kitcher’s unification model, on which explanations place their objects into a broader ‘big 

picture.’43 

The modern history of the philosophy of explanation begins with Hempel and 

Oppenheim’s covering law model.44 That this is a way of expanding on the idea that 

explanations render something expectable is explicit; Hempel writes: 

                                                                                                                                            
40 Such theories are sometimes characterized as ‘pragmatic’ because they are connected to our social 
practices. 
41 Hempel and Oppenheim 1948. 
42 Salmon 1989 p. 63 
43 Kitcher 1989 in Kitcher and Salmon 1989. 
44 Hempel and Oppenheim 1948. See Salmon 1989, p. 11. 
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…a DN explanation answers the question “Why did the explanandum 
phenomenon occur?” by showing that the phenomenon resulted from certain 
particular circumstances, specified in C1, C2, … Ck, in accordance with the laws 
L1, L2, … Lr. By pointing this out, the argument shows that, given the particular 
circumstances and the laws in question, the occurrence of the phenomenon was to 
be expected; and it is in this sense that the explanation enable us to understand 
why the phenomenon occurred.45 

According to Hempel and Oppenheim, an explanation is an argument whose 

conclusion is the explanandum and whose premises contain a law of nature as an 

essential premise.46 This premise is essential inasmuch as the argument would fail 

without it. To see how this works, it will help to look at a couple of examples.  

First, suppose we ask why our oceans have regular tides rather than remaining at a 

constant level. On the covering law model, we should answer this by giving an argument. 

The premises would first cite various relevant facts about the circumstances: e.g., the 

mass, location, and orbit of the moon, the viscosity of seawater, that the oceans are globe-

circling and contiguous, etc. The remaining of the premises would cite the laws of 

gravitation according to which the moon exerts a pull on the seas such that it is always 

high tides on the part of the earth facing the moon. All this would be arranged so as to 

form a deductively valid argument with our explanandum—the tides—as the conclusion.  

When the argument-explanans is deductively valid, as in this case, it is called a 

deductive-nomological explanation. Again, this is only successful as an explanation if it 

is deductively valid and its validity hinges on the inclusion of a law of nature as one of 

                                                
45 Hempel 1965, p. 337. Italics in original. 
46 Salmon 1989, p. 12 
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the premises.47 This latter requirement is important because it is only in subsuming the 

explanandum under a law that we show why it was to be expected. This, for Hempel, is 

what it amounts to for the explanandum to fit into a larger pattern. 

This, though, is only possible when dealing with phenomena governed by the sort 

of laws that will license deductive inferences. In many areas of science—especially 

biology and the social sciences—the laws and law-like generalizations available are 

statistical in nature. For this reason they do not license deductive reasoning.  

Suppose, for example, we ask why a certain person died shortly after contracting 

pancreatic cancer, rather than responding to treatments that cure some others. In this case, 

medical sciences cannot provide the kind of deterministic laws that would allow for a 

deductive-nomological argument. Therefore, on the covering law model we should 

answer this by giving a somewhat different argument. Again, our premises would first 

cite various relevant facts about the circumstances: the patient’s age, antecedent health, 

the treatments employed, the specific kind of cancer, etc. The remaining premises would 

cite statistical regularities that show the actual outcome—death rather than recovery—to 

be highly probable in these circumstances, e.g., that most people who contract pancreatic 

cancer do not respond to treatment. Thus we would have an argument to the effect that 

death was, in fact, highly likely in this case.  

Since it employs an inductive argument and statistical laws, this sort of explanation 

is called an inductive-statistical explanation. Whereas a deductive-nomological 

explanation is successful only if the argument is valid, an inductive-statistical explanation 

                                                
47 Salmon 1989, p. 13 
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is successful only if the truth of the explanans (the premises) would confer a high degree 

of probability on the explanandum.48 

Both deductive-nomological explanations and inductive-statistical explanations 

show that the explanandum was to be expected. Moreover, both assimilate the 

explanandum to a familiar regularity—they show that it is an expression of a law of 

nature. Deductive-nomological explanations do this by showing that, given the 

circumstances and the laws, the explanandum was inevitable. Inductive-statistical 

explanations do this by showing that, again, given the circumstances and the laws, the 

explanandum was highly probable. 

The covering law model faces a variety of serious objections,49 but, for now, 

consider the following case. Bertrand, a dissolute rake of a man, has contracted paresis, a 

rare side effect of syphilis. If we ask why Bertrand got paresis and his more upstanding 

colleagues did not, we should say that it is because Bertrand had syphilis.50  

This seems like a perfectly good explanation, but by the lights of the covering law 

model it is a failure. Why? Recall that in order for a covering law explanation to be 

successful, the explanans had to show the explanandum to be either inevitable or highly 

probable. Bertrand’s syphilis does neither. Indeed, Bertrand’s syphilis gives him rather 

                                                
48 Salmon 1989, p. 53 
49 See Salmon 1989, p. 46ff 
50 This example is widely cited, but first appeared in Scriven 1959. 
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less than a 10% chance of contracting paresis. Thus if we rely on the covering law model, 

we cannot explain his paresis at all.51 This is surely wrong. 

In response to cases of this sort (among others) Wesley Salmon developed what he 

called the statistical relevance model.52 According to Salmon, an explanation is not an 

argument, but rather an assembly of statistically relevant facts. Salmon provides a highly 

technical treatment of statistical relevance, but that need not concern us here.53 In 

essence, the statistical relevance model tells us that A explains B just in case the 

likelihood of B given A is different than the likelihood of B in A’s absence. For example, 

getting an influenza vaccine can explain my remaining healthy because that is more 

likely given that I have been vaccinated. 

Moreover, since there is no requirement that the explanans render the explanandum 

highly probable, the statistical relevance model underwrites our judgment about the 

paresis case. Bertrand’s syphilis explains his paresis because a man is more likely to 

contract paresis if he has syphilis than he is if he does not.  

This model can also capture any case handled well by the covering law model. In 

the case of the tides (or other successful deductive-nomological explanation) the 

likelihood of the explanandum will be 1 given the explanans and less than 1 in its 

absence. Likewise, we may say that good inductive-statistical arguments provide an 

                                                
51 Salmon 1989, p. 49 
52 First introduced in Salmon 1971, Salmon provides a detailed treatment in Salmon 1989, p. 62ff 
53 Salmon 1989 
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explanans that confers a higher degree of probability on the explanandum than it would 

have if the explanans did not obtain. 

 Philip Kitcher54 has also put forward an account based on expectability. Like 

Hempel and Oppenheim, Kitcher takes explanations to be arguments. As was the case in 

the covering law model, these are good arguments of their kind—sound if deductive and 

strong if inductive. For Kitcher, though, this is only a threshold condition: not every good 

argument explains well, or even explains at all.  

 For Kitcher, what makes a particular argument an explanation is the argument-

pattern it instantiates. This is a concept familiar from the study of first order logic. An 

argument-pattern is the schematic argument we are left with when the details of the 

particular case are omitted. An argument that explains is one that instantiates an 

argument-pattern that is part of the best system of argument-patterns. The best system of 

argument-patterns is the one that is as powerful and as streamlined as possible. 

 A system is more powerful inasmuch as it is able to capture more actual 

phenomena. A system can ‘capture’ a phenomenon when an instantiation of one of the 

argument-patterns in the system is a good argument-explanation of the phenomenon. 

Thus a system of argument-patterns captures the tides if an instantiation of one of the 

patterns is sound argument with, e.g., facts about the moon’s gravity as premises and the 

tides as the conclusion. 

 Of course, one way to make a system more powerful is simply to add more and 

more argument-patterns. This, though, runs afoul of the second desideratum: that the 

                                                
54 See especially Kitcher 1989 
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system be streamlined—that is, the desideratum that the system contain as few distinct 

argument-patterns as possible. Streamlining though, takes a backseat to explanatory 

power. If one system is more powerful than another, the fact that the weaker of the two is 

more streamlined is not generally a reason to prefer it.  

 Often—perhaps even always—there is more than one good argument for the 

explanandum. One virtue of Kitcher’s view provides a means of choosing amongst them. 

The right explanation is the one employing an argument-pattern taken from the most 

powerful, streamlined system of argument-patterns available.  

 An explanation, then, either shows that a new phenomenon can be derived using an 

argument-pattern with which we are familiar, or shows that some set of phenomena can 

be derived using fewer argument-patterns than we thought, or introduces a new 

argument-pattern that allows for the derivation of otherwise inscrutable phenomena.  

 This is a new way in which explanation might be tied to expectability. Explanations 

assimilate the new and unfamiliar by way of familiar patterns of argument which are 

themselves embedded in an increasingly streamlined and powerful system of such 

patterns. Successful explanations unify our take on the world—they fill in a big picture. 

However, for Kitcher, the bigger picture that we are filling in is not what one might 

expect. He argues that explanations unify not the way we passively see or conceive of 

things, but the way we actively reason about them. That is, explanations help to unify our 

approach to reasoning about the world. 

So to look again at some of our examples, we can explain the tides by appeal to the 

moon’s gravity because this way of deriving the tides from other things we know uses a 
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pattern that is quite general and would be a part of a very powerful and streamlined 

system of argument-patterns. On the other hand, explaining Bertrand’s paresis by appeal 

to his syphilis is unproblematic because no other argument-pattern will allow for the 

derivation of this phenomenon. 

 

§4 Causation 

 Many modern theorists are inclined to analyze explanation in terms of causation.55 

There is no denying that there is a deep connection between causation and explanation, 

and many have thought that what is essential to explanations is the identification of 

causes.  

 Perhaps the most straightforward way to cash out this connection is put forward by 

David Lewis—that we explain things by giving information about their causes.56 To say 

this, though, is not to give a theory of explanation, but only to posit a constraint on an 

adequate one. Lewis is cognizant of this and claims only to have identified what sort of 

thing will be included in an explanation. Though an explanation is information about 

causes, not all information about causes is explanation. As Lewis puts it, “Of course I do 

not say that all explanatory information is of equal worth; or that all of it equally deserves 

                                                
55 Historically, theorists have been shy of introducing causation into explanation for two main reasons. 
First, beginning with Hempel and Oppenheim, many theorists have been moved by Humean worries about 
the empirical respectability of causation. Second, the philosophical analysis of causation is notoriously 
fraught and intractable—many worry that analyzing explanation in terms of causation is explicating a 
puzzle with an enigma. 
56 Lewis 1986 in Ruben, ed. 1993, p. 188 
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the honorific name ‘explanation.’”57 The further task of a causal account of explanation is 

to say which sort of causal information is worthy of the honorific name. 

 Below we will consider two such causal models of explanation. The first is 

Salmon’s causal mechanical view, according to which explanations are in the business of 

tracing and describing causal processes and their interactions. The other is James 

Woodward’s manipulation account, according to which explanations are causes such that 

the explanandum could—at least in principle—be manipulated by altering the explanans. 

In addition to the statistical relevance account, Wesley Salmon has also put forward 

a view based on causation. According to Salmon’s causal mechanical view, we explain 

an event by tracing the causal processes and interactions that led up to it, and by 

describing the causal processes and interactions that make up the event. This, according 

to Salmon, is the causal information cited by a proper explanation.  

To see how this works, it will help to consider an example: a shopping cart rolling 

downhill in a parking lot and striking the door of a car. To explain the event of the cart 

striking the car door, we would first describe the causal processes and interactions that 

lead up to the impact—this would include, inter alia, the gust of wind that set the cart in 

motion, the rolling cart itself, and the parked car. This done, we would then describe the 

causal interaction that constitutes the event, that is, the interaction between cart and the 

door. 

The core concept in Salmon’s account is that of a causal process. All the other 

constituent terms are defined with reference to causal processes. A causal process in this 

                                                
57 Lewis 1986 in Ruben, ed. 1993, p. 188 
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sense is a physical process—like the rolling cart or the parked car. Typically, this will be 

an object of some kind, though something like air currents that set the cart in motion can 

also count. This highlights the fact that a causal process need not be simple—it can be 

made up of any number of sub-processes.  

To describe a causal process is to describe its structure. The structure of a causal 

process includes virtually any physical feature of the process. This includes, but is not 

limited to, shape, composition, and spatial orientation. So in the case of the rolling cart 

we would need to cite the particular design of the steel lattice, the way the wheels are 

attached, its changing position and velocity, and many other things besides.  

Not all physical processes are causal processes. A causal process is a physical 

process that is capable of transmitting a ‘mark’ in a spatio-temporally continuous way. 

The components of the structure are, simply enough, those features of the causal process 

that can themselves bear and transmit a mark. A mark is a modification of the structure of 

the process, like a dent in the car door or a change in speed and trajectory. Notice that the 

idea of transmitting a mark, and thus the idea of a causal process, is essentially 

counterfactual. Something may be a causal process even if it never does transmit such a 

mark. 

Thus the car is a causal process because the dent in the door will, absent 

intervention, persist on the car from one spatio-temporal location to another. The shadow 

of the rolling cart, by contrast is not a causal process. We cannot ‘mark’ the shadow, and 

if we do alter it, say by moving the light that casts it, the alteration will not persist absent 

continued intervention. This is an example of what Salmon calls a ‘pseudo-process.’  
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A causal interaction, then, is any intersection of causal processes that changes the 

structure of both, as when the cart strikes the door, halting the cart and denting the door. 

Typically, then, we may think of the change in the structure brought about by causal 

interaction as the application of a mark. To describe a causal interaction is to describe the 

antecedent structure of the causal processes involved, and to describe the ways in which 

the interaction altered their structures—that is, to describe how the interaction marked the 

causal processes involved. 

So explaining the cart hitting the door will involve describing the structure of the 

car-process and the cart-process, and then describing how the interaction between them 

marked both.  

Salmon’s account is problematic in a number of ways, but for now, let us consider 

just one. In giving the explanation of the collision, we will be including in our description 

of the causal processes that led up to it numerous features of the car and shopping cart 

that are intuitively irrelevant. Take, for example, color. The car is blue, the shopping cart 

shiny chrome. Just like the cart’s momentum and trajectory, these colors are genuine 

features of these causal processes as they led up to the collision-interaction. Salmon’s 

account has no resources to distinguish the explanatory features of a process, like 

trajectory, from unexplanatory ones, like color. 

James Woodward seeks to improve on the causal mechanical model by introducing 

a different constraint on what sorts of causes are to count as explanatory. The explanatory 

causes are the ones such that if we were to alter them we could manipulate or change the 

object of explanation. For example, a flagpole casts a shadow of a certain length. The 
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shadow is as long as it is because of the height of the flagpole. On this account height of 

the flagpole explains the length of the shadow because if we intervened to change the 

height of the pole we would thereby change the height of the shadow. That is, we can 

manipulate the shadow via the pole. 

Manipulation of this sort, Woodward argues, is possible when the relationship 

between two things displays a pattern of counterfactual dependence. That is, it must be 

the case that had the one varied, the other would have as well. There is a pattern of 

counterfactual dependence between the height of the flagpole and the length of the 

shadow; at any point, were the height to have been different, the length of the shadow 

would have varied as well. It is because of the pattern of counterfactual dependence that 

there is an intervention that could be used to manipulate the length of the shadow—

namely altering the height of the flagpole. Thus the height of the pole explains the length 

of the shadow. 

This pattern of counterfactual dependence, though, goes both ways: had the length 

of the shadow been different, then, necessarily, the height of the flagpole would have 

been as well. Why, then, does the length of shadow not explain the height of the pole? 

Woodward’s account provides a principled answer here. The length of shadow does not 

explain the height of the pole because this pattern of counterfactual dependence does not 

provide an intervention through which we could manipulate the height of the pole. We 

have no way to alter the height of the pole by altering the length of the shadow. Thus the 

height of the pole is not explained by the length of the shadow. 
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Woodward allows that the intervention and manipulation in question may be 

hypothetical only. The position of the sun explains the length of the shadow as well as the 

height of the pole does. This is true even though we are not capable of intervening in a 

way that will alter the position of the sun and thereby manipulate the length of the 

shadow. What is important is that here is a pattern of counterfactual dependence between 

the position of the sun and the length of the shadow. That is, the length of the shadow 

varies with the position of the sun. This means that were we able to alter the position of 

the sun, then we could thereby manipulate the length of the shadow. This is surely true, 

and, on this account, it is sufficient to make it the case that the position of the sun 

explains the length of the shadow. 

This account allows Woodward to avoid the difficulties Salmon encountered in 

distinguishing relevant features from irrelevant ones. In the case of the car and the cart, 

we should explain the collision by appealing to the features of the event through which 

we could have changed it. That is, we should talk about the trajectories and momentums 

of car and cart—not their colors. 

This also allows us to handle various cases addressed earlier in our discussion. 

Bertrand’s syphilis explains his paresis in that we could have prevented the paresis by 

way of a change to his syphilis—i.e., by treating it. The moon’s gravity explains the tides 

because were we (somehow) to change its pull—e.g., by increasing or decreasing its mass 

or distance from the oceans—we would thereby change the tides.58 

 

                                                
58 Woodward 2003 
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§5 Erotetic Accounts 

The last approach begins with the fact that explanations answer questions. We 

might call these erotetic accounts of explanation. Such accounts are uniquely tied to our 

social practice of asking questions and giving answers. Of course, all theories of 

explanation aim to accommodate this practice—an explanation, as has been noted, should 

be the sort of thing that can sensibly be requested with a why-question and given with a 

because-clause. However, by characterizing explanation in terms of asking and 

answering, we give the practice a deep structuring role. The structure and components of 

such theories of explanation will in one way or another parallel the structure of our social 

practice. Below we will consider two such accounts: Peter Achinstein’s illocutionary 

account and Bas van Fraassen’s erotetic account. 

  Peter Achinstein offers what he characterizes as an illocutionary account of 

explanation.59 As its name implies, this is a view on which explanation is a kind of 

speech act: explanation is fundamentally a human interaction. Specifically, an 

explanation is a speech act that appropriately answers a why-question requesting an 

explanation.  

 The idea that there is a sense of explanation that is a speech act is broadly 

recognized. As Sylvain Bromberger puts it, “an explanation may be something about 

which it makes sense to ask: How long did it take? Was it interrupted at any point? Who 

gave it? When? Where? What were the exact words used? For whose benefit was it 

                                                
59 Achinstein 1985 
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given?”60 Such questions make sense only if we are talking about the activity of 

explaining something to someone. Thus we might call explanation as a speech act 

explaining-to. 

 This is usually contrasted with the sense of explanation “about which it makes 

sense to ask: Does anyone know it? Who thought of it first? Is it very complicated?”61 

These questions only make sense when applied to, e.g., the fact that the moon explains 

the tides, or of the explanation of a house fire.62 That is, these are questions one asks 

about explanatory relationships in the world, and not about illocutionary acts of 

explaining-to. This is the sense of explanation that the various accounts of explanation 

surveyed here are meant to capture. 

 Though these two senses of explanation are surely connected, it is generally 

thought that explaining-to is to be accounted for, at least in part, in terms of the 

explanatory relationships. Moreover, it is generally presumed that any analysis of the act 

of explaining-to will have various features that would not be present in an account of 

explanation. Since explaining-to is a speech act, an account of it will include, inter alia, 

pragmatics, felicity conditions, sincerity conditions, success conditions crucially 

involving the reception of an audience, and an account of its illocutionary point and 

perlocutionary effects. 

                                                
60 in Butler, 1965 
61 Bromberger in Butler 1965 
62 “Is it very complicated?” might seems to cross this boundary, but if applied to an act of explaining, the 
present tense is odd. Rather it should probably be “Was it very complicated?” 
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 Thus it is not surprising that none of the other accounts we have considered include 

these elements. Unless we take explanation to be a speech act it is hard to see how there 

can be an audience whose reception of the explanation partly or wholly constitutes its 

success conditions. Facts about the relationships between things in the world do not have 

sincerity conditions. They do not have an illocutionary point, nor do they have 

perlocutionary effects. If explanation is not a speech act, then application of these 

dimensions of analysis amounts to a category mistake.  

 Achinstein’s innovation is to collapse the distinction between these two senses of 

explanation by defining explanatory relationships in terms of our practice of explaining-

to. An explanation is always the either product of a particular explaining-to or something 

suitable to be such a product. ‘A explains B’ always means that ‘A explains or would 

explain B to some person S.’ What counts as an explanation thus depends in every case 

on what shall count as an explaining-to.  

 Achinstein is neutral as what shall count as a good explaining-to, and allows that 

extant accounts can be repurposed into this role. However, this move represents a 

fundamental shift in the standards for assessing the adequacy of the conditions these 

theories impose. On Achinstein’s view, they are accountable to the standards of adequacy 

imposed by our actual social practice of giving and receiving explanations. 

 Thus the facts about what explains what are dictated by facts about our social 

practice of giving and receiving explanations. Indeed, they simply are such facts. Thus 

the facts about what explains what will be subject to change to the degree that our social 

practices are subject to change. Indeed, they are even more fluid than that. The adequacy 
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of a way of explaining something to someone varies with the audience, with the target of 

the explanation. This means that facts about what explains what are also audience-

relative. 

 This last feature, that the facts about what explains what will be subject to change 

relative to our social practice, and especially that such facts would be audience-relative, 

is generally considered a flaw. Most theorists take themselves to be giving a theory of a 

certain sort of objective feature of the world. This is not the sort of thing that varies with 

our customs, and certainly not something audience-relative. This flaw (or, if you like, 

feature) is not shared by van Fraassen’s erotetic account, to which we now turn.   

 On Achinstein’s account, facts about what explained what were dictated by the 

facts about our practice of requesting and giving explanations. Van Fraassen’s account is 

fundamentally different. Though he clearly takes our practice of giving and receiving 

explanations to be the key source of data about explanation itself, the direction of fit is 

practice to phenomenon. That is, he takes our practice to be structured so as to 

accommodate the actual facts about explanatory relationships. On this view, the fact that 

our practice is based around why-questions and because-clauses is a crucial clue to the 

nature of explanations, one that structures his account as a whole. 

 For van Fraassen, an explanation is the correct answer to a determinate why-

question. To give this account in full, we shall need to say both what makes for a single 

determinate question and what makes one answer the correct one. Van Fraassen 

accomplishes this by appeal to contrast and context respectively.  
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Questions are individuated by what counts as a direct answer—two questions are 

distinct just in case some things that count as direct answers to one do not count as direct 

answers to the other. This allows us, for instance, to distinguish between questions that 

are naturally expressed using the same sentence with different emphasis. The difference 

between “Why did Eve eat the apple?” and “Why did Eve eat the apple?” is thus that 

direct answers to the first question—e.g., “Because she was naturally more curious and 

daring than Adam” and the like—will fail to respond to the second question at all. 

Likewise, though something like “Because the apple, unlike other fruits, promised 

knowledge as well as pleasure” will count as answering the second question, it will not 

count as an answer to the first.  

But why do these questions have different sets of direct answers? To answer this we 

will need the idea of a contrast class. When we ask why Eve ate the apple, we have a 

particular contrast in mind: that is, we are asking why Eve, rather than someone else, ate 

the apple. If we ask instead why Eve ate the apple, we are asking why she ate that fruit 

rather than another sort.  

The contrast is always specific. This means we cannot derive the contrast class 

from the explanandum simply by negating it. Questions of the form ‘Why A rather than 

not-A?’ do not have determinate answers because the contrast is vacuous. As David 

Hillel-Ruben puts it: 

However, the fact that p rather than ~p is just a tedious pleonasm for the fact that 
p. I do not claim that if one explains p, then one has ipso facto explained every 
proposition logically equivalent to p. But if it is a fact that p, it follows, by double 
negation, which only those bordering on idiocy could fail to appreciate, that it is 
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not a fact that ~p. There is nothing more here to explain: a person explains the 
fact that p rather than ~p iff he explains the fact that p.63  

Asking why Eve ate the apple rather than not is the same question as asking why she ate 

it simpliciter. We get distinct question by employing specific contrasts to ask, e.g., why 

she ate it rather than doing something else with it (Why did Eve eat the apple?) or why 

she ate the apple rather than something else (Why did Eve eat the apple?) or why it was 

she rather than someone else who ate it (Why did Eve eat the apple?).64 None of these is 

equivalent to explaining why Eve ate the apple rather than not. To be sure, Eve eating an 

orange, Eve burying the apple, and Lilith eating the apple are all sufficient for it not being 

the case that Eve ate the apple, but none of them are necessary.  

In van Fraassen’s view, then, we do not have a determinate question of the form 

‘Why A?’ unless we have a determinate contrast. The question an explanation answers is 

always properly of the form ‘Why A rather than B?’  

This means that the erotetic account is unique in that it is a necessarily contrastivist 

account. That is, on this account any case of apparent explanation simpliciter is only 

apparent. If, in practice, we can get away with an apparently non-contrastive 

explanandum, it is only because context has made the contrast clear. If a question of the 

form ‘Why B?’ has a determinate answer, it is only because it is elliptical for ‘Why B 

rather than C?’ 

Appreciating the fact that questions are to be individuated by way of a contrast 

class will help us to begin to say what makes one answer the correct one. First, this 

                                                
63 Ruben 1990, p. 41 
64 I take this example from van Fraassen 1980, p. 127 
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allows us to put a finer point on the issue. When we ask a question of the form ‘Why B 

rather than C?’ we have the explanandum B which is asserted to be distinct from the 

contrast class in some way. We want to know what makes the difference—what explains 

why B has this feature and the contrast lacks it.  

So in asking why Eve ate the apple (rather than another fruit), we assert that the 

apple is distinct from other fruits in that Eve ate it and not them. Thus we want to know 

what made the difference between Eve eating the apple and her eating something else—

what distinguished the apple such that Eve ate it.  

Any answer to this question will already have to meet some constraint. Specifically, 

any feature we select to answer this question must be true of the explanandum, and not of 

the contrast. That is, if we ask why Eve ate the apple rather than some other fruit, the 

answer ‘because it was red’ can only be explanatory if the apple is in fact red, and none 

of the other fruits are. If she also could have eaten some cherries, we would be correct to 

reject the appeal to the red color of the apple since the redness is shared with some 

members of the contrast class. 

This initial constraint is, though necessary, far from sufficient. In any case at all, 

there are an indefinite number of things that distinguish case from contrast. The apple, for 

instance, was an entirely unique shade of red, had a different shape than any other fruit at 

Eve’s disposal, and had hung on the tree of knowledge for longer than other fruits had 

been hanging from their respective trees, yet we are not tempted to imagine that any of 

these is the reason why Eve chose it. 
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Beyond this constraint, van Fraassen stipulates that the correct answer is the one 

that satisfies a certain relevance condition, R to the explanandum. That is, of all the 

things that in fact distinguish case from contrast, the one that correctly answers the 

question is the one that satisfies R. R is not a constant. Van Fraassen leave it undefined 

and unrestricted, to be determined solely by the context of inquiry. Van Fraassen does not 

tell us exactly how context determines the relevance condition. 

Above I claimed that while Achinstein’s illocutionary view abandoned the idea that 

explanatory relations are objective facts, van Fraassen’s preserved it. However, the fact 

that R is left open and undefined calls this into question. 

Wesley Salmon and Philip Kitcher have convincingly argued that if R is left 

unrestricted, then for any two arbitrary facts A and B there is a contrast class k and a 

relevance condition R such that A explains B and another k and R such that B explains A. 

Because R is unrestricted, it would seem that on van Fraassen’s view explanation is not 

merely subjective, as it was on Achinstein’s view—it is completely arbitrary.65 

What this objection fails to take into account is the objectivity of the context in any 

particular case. Given the context, there is a determinate, non-arbitrary R—and thus a 

determinate, non-arbitrary explanation. Context is not up to us to stipulate. The relevant 

context is a feature of the world that does not depend on what we say or think about it. To 

see why this account is not subjective in any pernicious way, it will help to consider 

another case in which an objective fact is similarly determined by context. 

                                                
65 Kitcher and Salmon 1987. It is worth noting that, by van Fraasssen’s lights, this is an untroubling result. 
He is a scientific anti-realist who considers explanation to be an “anthropic pleasure” external to the aims 
of science. 
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 One good example of this is the sort of practical imperatives expressed by advice 

or recommendation. Like explanation (at least as van Fraassen would have it), the right 

advice depends very much on the context and on the nature of the question that elicits it. 

On the present picture, we have no more reason to say that explanation is subjective than 

we have to say that practical hypothetical imperatives are. 

For example, you might advise me to quit smoking, tell me that I ought to do so. 

This seems to me to be good advice: I really ought to quit smoking. However, the quality 

of your advice to me is predicated on a number of facts about me. It is, for instance, only 

good advice inasmuch as I am mortal, susceptible to lung cancer, and care more about my 

long term health than I do about the short-term benefits of smoking.66 If any of these is 

false, then your advice is not, in fact, good advice for me, though it is still perfectly 

correct for anyone who does meet these conditions.  

A good explanation is much like good advice, but where good advice indicates the 

correct course of action, a good explanation indicates the correct understanding of 

something. Whereas advice answers the question ‘What should I do about A?’ by telling 

you what you ought to do, explanation answers the question ‘Why A?’ by telling you 

how you should understand A. In both cases, the correct answer depends upon a variety 

of facts about the questioner, including (but not limited to) her aims, values, skills, needs, 

physiology, and environment. Some explanations (and some advice) have more stringent 

presuppositions than others. An explanation or a piece of advice might presuppose no 

more than is true of all normal humans, and perhaps even no more than is true of almost 

                                                
66 This list is surely not exhaustive. 
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all agents of a certain sort—Just like ‘You should quit smoking’ is good advice for most 

anyone. In neither case are what the right question is and what the right answer is up to us 

in any interesting sense, though they depend in part on some facts about us. 

 

§6 ‘Metaphysically Irrelevant’? 

 Having briefly surveyed the explanation literature itself, I would now like to 

consider something that some theorists in the free will literature are wont to say about the 

concept of explanation. Some time ago, I had occasion to present my project to a 

colleague. His response was striking: “When I hear the word ‘explanation,’ the first thing 

I think is ‘metaphysically irrelevant.’” This opinion, which I have encountered on several 

occasions in one form or another, seems largely to trace back to remarks made by 

Randolph Clarke. Clarke has claimed that explanation is pragmatic and epistemic in a 

way that metaphysical phenomena like control are not. From this he concludes that 

explanation is irrelevant to the analysis of control in particular, and to metaphysics more 

generally.67 Since the I will be using the concept of explanation to elucidate metaphysical 

claims about control, I would like to respond to these worries at the outset.  

 According to Clarke, explanation has epistemic and pragmatic dimensions that are 

irrelevant to metaphysical phenomena like control. He writes: 

Control is a metaphysical phenomenon. Explanation requires some real relation 
between explanans and explanandum, but explanation involves an 
epistemological element as well. And as a result, solutions to a problem about 

                                                
67 Clarke 2003, p. 32 
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explanation, or the absence of such solutions, may not reveal anything about a 
problem concerning control.68 

 And again: 

Nevertheless, the issues of rational explicability and of the control required for 
free will are not identical. There are epistemic and pragmatic dimensions to 
explanation that play no role in what constitutes control.69  

                                                
68 Clarke in Kane 2002, p. 365 
69 Clarke 2003, p. 32.  
In this passage he goes on to put forward two other objections to analyzing control in terms of explanation: 
“A good explanation answers well a question we have, or one we could sensibly ask about an occurrence. 
In some cases, there may not be available an explanation that answers well a quite sensible question, but 
such unavailability need not correspond to any lack of active control. Further, if substance causation is 
possible, then some causes may contribute crucially to the exercise of active control and yet citing them, 
while explanatory, may not yield the sort of explanation in which we are typically interested. And finally, 
an explanation may succeed without citing phenomena that constitute an exercise of that variety of active 
control that is required for acting freely, for such phenomena may not be present. Hence, we may have 
adequate rational explanations where free will is lacking.” 
These, though are easily dealt with. 
 Clarke claims that an explanation-based account would necessarily be subject to counterexamples 
of two kinds. First, “there may not be available an explanation that answers well a quite sensible question, 
but such unavailability need not correspond to any lack of active control.” Here Clarke is claiming that 
some explanatory relationships may be absent even when control is present. I take this to be meant to show 
that control and explanation do not correspond in a way that they would have to for an explanation-based 
understanding of control to be viable.  
 This would parallel a standard sort of counterexample. For instance, if we argue that emotions are 
in part constituted by judgments, then showing that judgments can be absent when emotions are present is 
an objection to our claim. 
 Second, “an explanation may succeed without citing phenomena that constitute an exercise of that 
variety of active control that is required for acting freely, for such phenomena may not be present. Hence, 
we may have adequate rational explanations where free will is lacking.” This is the inverse of the previous 
claim. Clarke is claiming that explanatory relationships may obtain even when control is absent. Of course, 
if explanation is only necessary for control, this objection is a non-starter. Thus I presume Clarke has in 
mind here an account on which explanatory relationships are necessary and sufficient for control. In this 
latter case, Clarke’s claim would sketch an effective counterexample. 
 Both these are subject to essentially the same reply. What Clarke says is certainly true enough. 
This, though, is just to say that it matters exactly how explanation figures in the analysis of control. If the 
control necessary for moral responsibility is to be understood in terms explanation, this will mean 
identifying and characterizing very specific sorts of explanatory relationships.  
 Such an account will then be vulnerable to an objection like these. That is, if I argue that control is 
constituted by explanatory relationship E, showing that control can be present when E is absent or that E 
can be present when control is absent will count as an objection. Clarke’s objection though, is the claim 
that control can be present when an arbitrary explanatory relationship X is absent, and vice versa, and no 
explanation-based account of control will require an arbitrary explanatory relationship. Such an objection 
does not touch an explanation-based rendering of control unless it can be shown that X=E, and Clarke gives 
no reason to believe this can always be show, antecedent to the specification of E.  
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 Clarke does not say why the fact that explanation has “epistemic and pragmatic 

dimensions” would render it unsuitable as a component of metaphysical analysis. 

However, it is not hard to guess what sort of thing he may have in mind.  

 Metaphysics is a matter of the basic structure of the world. It has often been called 

a science, and, like the other sciences, it deals with features of the world that are obdurate 

in a certain way. That is, it deals with features of the world that are as they are quite 

independent of what we say or think about them. These are facts that we can be wrong 

about, indeed, facts that we could all be wrong about. They are obdurate in the way that 

physical objects are obdurate. If we are wrong in our thinking about them, we can, as it 

were bump in to them. They do not simply step aside to accommodate our ideas about 

them. This is why “epistemic and pragmatic dimensions” might disqualify explanation as 

a tool of metaphysical analysis. 

 To take ‘pragmatic dimensions’ first, it is plausible that he is worried that 

explanation might be pragmatic in the sense that what explains what would depend in 

substantial ways on our social practices, and that these practices might dictate that we 

                                                                                                                                            
 Clarke also claims that “if substance causation is possible, then some causes may contribute 
crucially to the exercise of active control and yet citing them, while explanatory, may not yield the sort of 
explanation in which we are typically interested.” Here Clarke is claiming that substance causation is an 
important way in which we might account for control, but that no explanation-based account of control 
could capture this option.  
 In essence, I take it that he worries that by countenancing an explanation based account we are de 
facto ruling out accounts based on substance causation in an illicit way. This worry, though, is unfounded. 
 It is certainly seems true that if substances can be causes then they can also be the explanation of 
the things so caused. Moreover, it is at least plausible that substances are a different sort of explanans than 
we usually expect. This would constitute an objection to an explanation-based account of control only if 
that account disallowed substances as the explanations of actions over which we have the relevant sort of 
control. If we grant substance causation, or more to the point, causation of actions by agents-qua-substance, 
then there is little reason to suppose that any and all explanation-based accounts of control would rule out 
explanation by substance. 
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explain the same thing in substantially different ways on different occasions and to 

different people. With respect to ‘epistemic dimensions,’ he likely worries that 

explanation might depend on epistemic factors inasmuch as what explains what would 

depend on what we do and do not know when we give an explanation.70 In short, Clarke 

is worried that explanation is subject or audience relative, and that anything analyzed in 

terms of explanation will therefore be subject or audience relative as well. If the facts 

about explanation change when our social practices change, or depending on what we 

know or who we are talking to, then explanation is plausibly outside the purview of 

metaphysics. 

 The main reason to suspect that explanation is problematically pragmatic or 

epistemic is that explanation is closely connected to questions. As I said above, why-

questions request explanations, and because-clauses give them. The right way to ask a 

question and the correct way to answer it in fact depend heavily on social practices and 

on what the questioner knows and does not know. After all, in answering a question well, 

I need to have a sense of what the questioner wants to know, and I need to also think 

about what form the answer should take in order for the questioner to grasp it. Both the 

substance of my answer and the level of detail will depend on such factors. The same 

question will get very different answers depending on whether it is one of my philosophy 

001 students asking or one of my colleagues.  

                                                
70 Clarke’s worry should not be confused with the dispute between the advocates of so-called ‘epistemic’ 
accounts of explanation and those of ‘ontic’ accounts. (See Salmon CITE) This dispute is methodological: 
a question of whether we should attend to the epistemic footprint of explanation, as expectability-based 
accounts do, or on the real constituents of explanatory relationships, as causal accounts do. That an account 
is epistemic in this sense does not have the problematic consequences at issue here. 
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 The pragmatic and epistemic dimensions of asking and answering, though, do not 

straightforwardly transfer to the facts about explanatory relationships. They do apply to 

illocutionary acts of explaining-to, but the distinction between illocutionary acts of 

explaining-to and and facts about explanatory relationships between things is too robust 

to be dismissed without substantial argument. It is, after all, one thing to know what the 

answer to a question is, and quite another to know how to express that answer. Just so, it 

is one thing to know what the explanation of something is and quite another to know 

what would explain something to someone. The former is a matter of what the world is 

like; it is a relationship between two features of the world. The latter is matter of how to 

best convey that sort of fact to someone. The right way to explain something to someone 

clearly depends on all manner of pragmatic and subjective considerations that do not 

clearly bear on the nature of the explanatory relationship to be conveyed. 

 To be sure, there is at least one theory of explanation according to which 

explanatory relationships are a function of the pragmatic and epistemic considerations 

governing explaining-to. As I said above, Peter Achinstein has argued for just such an 

illocutionary account. Achinstein’s view renders explanation subject and audience 

relative in just the way Clarke worries. 

 Does the fact that it can be and has been argued that explanation is problematically 

pragmatic and epistemic mean that it would be inappropriate to use explanation in 

metaphysics? To be sure, Achinstein’s illocutionary account is only one candidate, but it 

could turn out to be correct. Doesn’t this mean we should avoid explanation as a matter 

of caution? 
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 I think not. That the relevance of some phenomenon to various philosophical issues 

depends upon its proper analysis is not uncommon. A number of concepts commonly 

used in the analysis of control could turn out to be unsuitable for that role, but this has not 

prevented theorists from employing them—nor should it. There are two examples I will 

present: mental states and causation. 

 First consider occurrent mental states with intentional content, such as beliefs and 

desires. These phenomena play an important role in many metaphysical questions, 

including the question of control. It is, after all, common to suppose that control involves 

some important connect between such mental states and one’s actions. Some 

philosophers, though, have argued that they are epiphenomenal—mere side effects with 

no causal powers. Were such a view to prevail, it would surely render mental states 

unsuited to play many roles they now play. This, though, does not stop us from using 

them where appropriate—nor should it. 

 Moreover, much the same objection can be raised about the concept of a cause. 

There are prominent accounts of causality that are pragmatic in a very robustly anti-

realist sense. If for, instance, some version of a Humean analysis were to prevail, then 

causation would turn out to be just a psychological and epistemological phenomenon—a 

human interpretation of accidental patterns. It would be a fact about how we happen to 

think and reason about the world. Were such a view to prevail, it would surely render 

causation unsuited to play many roles it now plays. In particular, it would not be able to 

play the central role it now takes in various metaphysical accounts of control. This, 

though, does not stop us from using them where appropriate—nor should it.  
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 Just so with respect to explanation. It may be that a purely pragmatic or epistemic 

view will prevail. It may be that this would render explanation unsuitable as a component 

of metaphysical analysis and of an analysis of control. This, though, surely does not 

preclude the possibility of employing the concept of explanation in an account of control. 

 Of course, if Achinstein’s account were the most prominent, most widely accepted 

view of explanation, things would be different. This would plausibly count as a reason to 

reject explanation as a constituent of metaphysical analyses. This, though, is not a 

consensus or even majority view. Though the illocutionary account is sufficiently 

prominent to be taken seriously, it is far from being the most widely accepted. The other 

theories surveyed each command far more support than does the illocutionary account. 

 This would not matter, though, if the views competing with the illocutionary 

account were, for the most part, problematic in a similar way. This, though, is not the 

case. Of the views surveyed in this chapter, only one is clearly objectionable—namely 

Achinstein’s illocutionary account. None of the others is essentially epistemic or 

pragmatic, and none render explanation subject or audience relative.  

 Clarke’s scruples about the metaphysical relevance of explanation, then, are 

unfounded. There is no reason to suppose that explanation is not relevant to questions of 

freedom and responsibility. In what follows, I will argue that there is substantial reason to 

believe that explanation is crucial. 
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Chapter Three: Leeway 

§1 Introduction 

 Some incompatibilists claim that the control required to underwrite moral 

responsibility essentially requires that we might have done something else instead. This is 

called the leeway condition. This name evokes the idea that we must have some ‘room to 

maneuver,’ some way to ‘get around’ doing what we actually do.71 There are many ways 

of putting this same basic idea. Most theorists, though, articulate the leeway condition in 

terms of what we can do or could have done, or in terms of our powers and abilities, or in 

terms of what it is and is not possible for us to do, or in terms of access to alternative 

possibilities. Probably the most famous and prominent version of the leeway condition is 

what Harry Frankfurt dubbed principle of alternate possibilities:72 

This principle states that a person is morally responsible for what he has done 
only if he could have done otherwise.73 

Peter van Inwagen, though, seems to favor the language of abilities and powers: 

When I say of a man that he "has free will" I mean that very often, if not always, 
when he has to choose between two or more mutually incompatible courses of 
action—that is, courses of action that it is impossible for him to carry out more 
than one of—each of these courses of action is such that he can, or is able to, or 
has it within his power to carry it out.74  

Robert Kane also uses both power and ability to articulate the leeway condition, but he 

adds talk of alternative possibilities and of what the agent can do: 

                                                
71 This sort of spatial metaphor is, as we shall see, not uncommon. 
72 This principle is usually referred to as ‘PAP.’ There are, in fact many versions of PAP. Until recently, it 
was more common to refer to the leeway condition as PAP. 
73 Frankfurt 1969, p. 829 
74 Van Inwagen 1983, p. 8 
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(AP) The agent has alternative possibilities (or can do otherwise) with respect to 
A at t in the sense that, at t, the agent can (has the power or ability to) do A and 
can (has the power or ability to) do otherwise."75 

Talk of what the agent can do or could have done features centrally in a number of 

different articulations of the leeway condition. David Widerker, for instance, offers the 

following: 

PAP: An agent is morally responsible for performing a given act A only if he 
could have avoided performing it.76 

In a similar vein, Carl Ginet phrases PAP in this way: 

PAP: An agent S is morally responsible for its being the case that p only if S 
could have made it not the case that p.77 

One could go on. There are a vast number of more or less distinct formulations of this 

idea.  

 For all that, there is still to my mind a basic question as to the meaning of the 

leeway condition. One can get the general idea clearly enough—especially if one 

employs spatial metaphors like ‘getting around,’ or images of networks of branching 

paths. But what and where is this space I’m supposed to maneuver in? Exactly what do 

the paths and branchings really represent? If one presses for more depth, asking just what 

the key terms mean here, one can get two quite different answers. The terms in which the 

leeway condition is framed—can, could, ability, possibility, and power—are all 

ambiguous between two ideas: one essentially modal, the other not. That is, all these 

terms can be read as dealing with the modal sense of possibility connected in various 

                                                
75 Kane 1996 p. 33 
76 Widerker in Widerker and Mckenna 2003, p. 55 
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ways to necessity and actuality—the sense of possibility at work when we speak of 

possible worlds. But they need not be read this way. All these terms also admit of an 

entirely non-modal reading, one connected more closely to abilities and powers as 

features of agents. 

 I will argue that these two readings of the leeway condition correspond to two quite 

different conditions on moral responsibility. Each is plausibly incompatible with 

determinism, but this is for distinct reasons. Consequently, the leeway incompatibilist 

faces different commitments and different dialectical burdens depending on which 

version of the leeway condition she endorses. 

 I will proceed as follows. In section two, I will present the two versions of the 

leeway condition and argue that each is plausibly incompatible with determinism. In 

sections three and four I will argue that the two versions of the leeway condition incur 

very different additional commitments that the incompatibilist must defend.  

 

§2 Two Incompatibilist Readings 

 Can, could, ability, possibility, and power can all be understood as modal concepts, 

related in various ways to ideas like necessity and actuality. In this sense, saying that it is 

possible that an agent will phi, or that she can phi, or that she has the power or ability to 

phi, is to say that there is a possible world in which the agent does phi. 

                                                                                                                                            
77 Ginet in Widerker and Mckenna 2003, p. 75 
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 One way of articulating this modal understanding of the leeway condition is with a 

particularly vivid metaphor: the garden of forking paths. This, for instance, is how John 

Martin Fischer characterizes it: 

We tend to think of the future as a branching, tree-like structure with many nodes 
at which there are various paths into the future. Perhaps there are points at which 
we have no alternatives to our actual course of action. And maybe some 
individuals rarely or never have such alternatives. But we naturally think that 
there are many times when we (most of us) have various paths genuinely open to 
us. That is, we think of ourselves as frequently having alternative possibilities.78 

Peter van Inwagen also explains the modal condition by way of the image of forking 

paths: 

Consider a man who is walking through an infinite system of branching corridors. 
He has always been walking and must keep walking, never stopping and never 
retracing his steps. He finds that some branches are sealed off by bars and some 
are not. Frequently he comes to a branching of the corridor from which at least 
two unbarred branches lead away, and he must make a choice about which to 
take… 
 Let us call a possible world any infinitely long path through the system of 
corridors that does not cross itself. The actual world is that one path through the 
corridors along which the man always has walked, is walking, and always will 
walk. Those worlds to which the man has access at any given moment are just 
those infinite paths that do not pass through any barred corridors, and which are 
continuations of the path-segment along which he already walked.79 

 The idea is that the future, like the garden, might contain forks and branches, or it 

might be a single straight line with no real forks. According to the modal interpretation, 

what is required is that an agent have access to alternative possibilities—that she 

sometimes come to forks in her path.  

                                                
78 Fischer 1994, p.3-4 Fischer, of course, thinks that this sort of control—which he calls regulative 
control—is not necessary for moral responsibility. 
79 Van Inwagen, 1983 p. 89 
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 Call this the modal branching requirement. To meet the modal branching 

requirement, the agent must have access to more than one possible future—the future 

must be open rather than closed. To say that the future is open means that when an agent 

acts, there exist at least two possible worlds, identical up to this point, but diverging 

afterwards. It is then impossible for agents to meet the modal branching requirement if 

there is now only one possible future—if the future is closed.  

 It is quite clear why the modal branching requirement would be incompatible with 

determinism. According to the thesis of determinism, the past and the laws of nature are 

logically sufficient for the occurrence of a particular future.80 Thus if determinism is true 

then, given the past and the laws—that is, the actual world up to this point—there is only 

one possible future. If, given the facts about the world up to this point, there is only one 

possible future then no one has access to any alternative possible worlds. The modal 

branching requirement cannot be met because determinism closes the future. This is little 

or no room for objection here. Once the modal branching requirement is accepted, 

incompatibilism follows more or less directly. 

 That said, it is not obvious that the leeway condition is the modal branching 

requirement. The leeway condition also admits of a non-modal reading: can, could, 

ability, possibility, and power can all be understood non-modally. When I say I am able 

to swim, or that I can read a novel this weekend, or that I could walk to the store, or that I 

have the power to change my students’ grades, or that it is possible for me to light a 

match with an axe, we can make sense of my claim without reference to modality and 

                                                
80 See for instance Earman 1986. 
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branching possible worlds. What I am saying is that I have certain skills and capacities, 

and that I have the opportunity to exercise them.  

 I am able to swim in that I know how to move my body in the right way, and if I try 

to go swimming, nothing will stop me. I can read a novel this weekend in that I can still 

see and understand printed text, and I now have the time to do so. Just so, I could go to 

the store in that I’m strong enough to walk, I know the way, and an opportunity to do so 

is available. I have the power to change my students’ grades in that I know which 

paperwork to fill out, the bureaucracy will recognize my authority, and nothing will 

intervene to prevent me from doing so. It is possible for me to light a match with an axe 

in that I was taught how to do this, and since I have an axe, a box of matches and a block 

to set a match in, I am in a position to exercise my skill. Thus when we say that I could 

have done otherwise (that I was able, had the power, that it was possible) this can be 

understood non-modally as the claim that I had both the necessary skill and the 

opportunity to exercise it.  

 Of course, opportunity to do otherwise might be understood as requiring the 

existence of certain possible worlds. I am not denying this. The point is that it need not be 

understood in this way. Opportunity can instead be understood as a matter of being in the 

appropriate situation to do otherwise, and not facing any constraints that would prevent 

one from doing so. If I would encounter no barriers to my doing otherwise, then I have 

the opportunity. 

 However, if this is all that the non-modal reading of the leeway condition entails, 

then this reading of leeway is as straightforwardly compatible with determinism as the 
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modal branching requirement was incompatible. There is no reason to suppose that the 

truth of determinism would impose any constraints or in any way affect what we have 

and do not have the skill to do. Determinism would not, after all, intervene and prevent 

me from doing otherwise, much less make me incompetent in new and odd ways. This is 

just the sort of argument historically offered by classical compatibilists. If the non-modal 

reading of leeway is just this well worn ‘compatibilist can’, then incompatibilists would 

and should reject it and stick to the modal branching requirement. 

 This, I think, is too quick. I will argue that there is a way to understand the leeway 

condition that is both non-modal and plausibly incompatible with determinism. 

Articulating this non-modal reading of the leeway condition will require attention to the 

explanatory relationships between agents and the things they can do, could have done, 

have the ability to do, or could possibly do. 

 Having an ability (or power, etc.) in this non-modal sense certainly means having 

the right skills and the opportunity to exercise them. That is, these are almost certainly 

necessary conditions for being able to do something. Claiming that I can or could have 

done something entails that I have or had the right skills and the opportunity to use them. 

This, though, is not all that is entailed by such claims.  

 The fact that I have the ability to phi entails that if I do not phi, it is because of me. 

That is, the explanation of my failure to do things I could have done will, broadly 

speaking, be something either belonging to me or identical to me. It will be the sort of 

thing I earlier referred to as an agent-internal or agential factor. If I can do something in 
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this non-modal sense it follows that if I don’t do it, that is because I decide not to, or 

because I don’t want to, or because it runs contrary to my aims, or some such thing.  

 Since this explanatory relationship is entailed by the fact that I can do or could have 

done something (or have the power or ability to, etc.), the explanatory relationship is a 

necessary condition for my being able to do something. To show that this relationship 

does not obtain is to show that I lack the ability in question.  

 This means that we can render the leeway condition non-modally in terms of 

explanation. According to this explanatory rendering of leeway, what we can call the 

explanatory condition, I am responsible for what I do only if I am the explanation of my 

failure to do otherwise. 

 This, though, is just a roundabout way of saying that an agent is responsible for 

what she does only if she is the explanation of it. To do otherwise than φ-ing is to not φ. 

Thus, to not do otherwise than φ-ing is to not not φ. Explaining why an agent did not do 

otherwise than φ-ing, therefore, is to explain why she did not not φ. We have, on the one 

hand, φ-ing, and on the other, not not φ-ing. That these are the same can be deduced by 

way of a simple application of double negation. The point is that the explananda to which 

the agent must be explanans are identical—there just is no difference between φ-ing and 

not not φ-ing. Explaining why an agent acted as she in fact did just is explaining why she 

did not do otherwise. 

 It is not obvious that the truth of determinism would mean that we cannot meet the 

explanatory condition. Unlike the modal branching requirement, the explanatory 

condition does not lead directly to determinism. It is, however, far from implausible to 
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claim that determinism entails that we are not the real explanations of our actions. After 

all, it seems that we have a perfectly clear alternative explanation available. If 

determinism is true then in every case there is an alternative explanation of our actions—

one in terms of the past and the laws. This, for instance, seems to be what incompatibilist 

Laura Ekstrom is getting at when she writes: 

I took the course of my life to be up to me, but now I see that there is a full 
account for what I have done and who I have become. Hesitancy in fully freeing 
oneself of responsibility may be ascribed to doubt that there really is a 
deterministic story explaining the entire course of one’s life.81 

 The explanatory condition, then, is, for the incompatibilist, a viable non-modal 

reading of the leeway condition. Rejecting the modal branching requirement does not 

mean giving up the leeway condition. There are in fact two paths to leeway 

incompatibilism: one by way of modality, the other by way of explanation. As I will 

argue in the next section, the dialectic landscape the incompatibilist faces depends on 

which path she takes.  

 

§3 The Dialectic Landscape 

 To begin to see the dialectical landscape facing the modal leeway incompatibilist, 

notice first that determinism is only one of several ways in which the future could be 

closed. For instance, the future would also be closed by the principle of bivalence 

together with the view that semantics is ‘timeless.’ The principle of bivalence, of course, 

is the claim that all propositions are either true or false—none lack a truth value, and 

                                                
81 in Kane 2002, p. 320. 
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there is no truth value besides true and false. If semantics are timeless, then propositions 

do not change their truth values. On this view, there is no sense in which a proposition 

can become true or become false. Any true proposition always has been and always will 

be true, and likewise any false proposition always has been and always will be false. 

 Bivalence and timeless semantics apply to propositions about the future—that is, 

the various propositions that describe future events. For any future event, there is a 

corresponding proposition that describes that event—something like “I shall phi 

tomorrow.” Bivalence and the timelessness of semantics entail that all such propositions 

are true or false and always have been. Of course, the antecedent truth of such 

propositions is logically sufficient for the future they describe. If there are such facts, 

then there is no world identical to the actual world but with a different future. Bivalence 

and the timelessness of semantics close the future. God’s foreknowledge does so as well, 

for parallel reasons.  

 If the modal branching requirement is true, then anything that closes the future will 

pose the same threat to moral responsibility that determinism does. This means that the 

modal leeway incompatibilist must defend the claim that these other ways of closing the 

future are as much of a threat to moral responsibility as determinism. Any argument that 

would show that the antecedent truth of contingent propositions about the future, or 

again, God’s foreknowledge, is not a threat to moral responsibility is, at least indirectly, 

an argument against the modal branching requirement, and thus an argument to which the 

modal leeway incompatibilist must respond. 
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  The modal leeway incompatibilist must also respond to arguments directly 

undermining the modal branching requirement, the most important of which was posed 

by Harry Frankfurt. In his watershed article “Alternate Possibilities and Moral 

Responsibility” Frankfurt called into question the relevance of one of the most common 

and important articulations of the leeway condition. This is the principle of alternative 

possibilities—according to which people are responsible for what they have done only if 

they could have done otherwise. To see how Frankfurt’s argument undermines the modal 

branching requirement, we need to look at Frankfurt’s argument in some detail. 

 The core of Frankfurt’s argument is an ingenious kind of counterexample—what 

have come to be called Frankfurt Cases. Consider a simple example. Suppose that Black, 

a neuroscientist, wants me to take some action. He expects that I will decide to do this on 

my own, but, just in case, he has installed a failsafe device in my brain. If it turns out that 

I am not going to make the right decision on my own, Black will trigger the device and it 

will bring it about that I decide to act as he wishes. However, I am inclined to do as Black 

wishes, and act accordingly. Black never triggers his device, and, indeed, never interferes 

in any way.82 

 The distinctive feature of the case is Black, whom we may characterize as a 

counterfactual intervener. The example is contrived so as to give Black two 

characteristics. First, his presence constitutes a sufficient condition for my action: given 

that Black is present, poised to intervene, there is no possible world in which I do 

anything other than what Black wants me to do. Black’s presence closes the future. 

                                                
82 Frankfurt 1969, p. 836 
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Second, since Black just sits on his hands and does nothing, his presence is no part of 

why I acted as I did. As Frankfurt might put it, he is explanatorily irrelevant.83 

 The question, then, is this: am I morally responsible for my action in this case? 

Now, had Black intervened, it would be clear that I am not responsible for my action, and 

the modal branching requirement would lead us to this conclusion. However, since 

Black’s mere presence is sufficient to close the future, the modal branching requirement 

will also say that I am not responsible even when I make the decision on my own and 

Black does nothing at all.  

 Intuitively, this seems like the wrong judgment to make. I would have acted as I did 

whether Black was there or not, so why should his presence get me off the hook? Since 

Black has nothing to do with why I act as I do, Frankfurt argues, his presence has no 

bearing whatever on my responsibility for my actions.84 It is only when I act as I do 

because of Black’s intervention that he becomes relevant. 

 Frankfurt’s argument, then, turns on a claim about the relationship between 

sufficient conditions that close the future and the future events said conditions render 

inevitable. At least sometimes, the antecedent conditions sufficient for a particular future 

also explain why those future events occur. Genuinely irresistible desires are like this—

when the presence of an irresistible desire to φ is sufficient for my φ-ing, then it is 

precisely the desire that brings it about that I φ. I φ-ed because of my irresistible desire. 

                                                
83 Frankfurt 1969, p. 836 
84 Frankfurt 1969, p. 837 
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This is, perhaps, the normal case—the one we naturally have in mind when we think 

about the future being closed.  

 What the Frankfurt cases are designed to show is that there is also another sort of 

case. He means to argue that some circumstances are such that they constitute a sufficient 

condition for an event that they in no way bring about or produce. “Even though the 

person was unable to do otherwise, that is to say, it may not be the case that he acted as 

he did because he could not have done otherwise…The circumstances that made it 

impossible for him to do otherwise could have been subtracted from the situation without 

affecting what happened or why it happened in any way.”85 That is, sufficient conditions 

for an action may play no part in the explanation of that action.86  

 The modal branching requirement does not and cannot distinguish between these 

cases. According to the modal branching requirement, any circumstance in which there is 

no possible world in which we do otherwise is a circumstance in which we are not 

responsible for what we actually do. Whether or not the inevitability of the action 

explains the action does not matter.  

 In Frankfurt’s view, though, anything that is irrelevant to the explanation of an 

action is irrelevant to the question of moral responsibility for that action: “When a fact is 

in this way irrelevant to the problem of accounting for a person’s action it seems quite 

gratuitous to assign it any weight in the assessment of his moral responsibility.”87 This 

                                                
85 Frankfurt 1969, p. 837 
86 Frankfurt 1969, p. 830 
87 Frankfurt 1969, p. 837 
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means that the modal branching requirement leads to the wrong account of cases in which 

a condition is sufficient to close the future but explanatorily irrelevant. That is, according 

to the modal branching requirement, Black’s presence means I am not responsible for my 

actions whether Black intervenes or not. 

 If, as Frankfurt claims, anything that is irrelevant to the explanation of an action is 

irrelevant to the question of moral responsibility for that action, then the fact that some 

antecedent condition is sufficient for my action is not, in itself, relevant to my 

responsibility for that action.88 Any case in which there is some antecedent condition is 

sufficient for my action is, as we have said, a case in which there is no possible world in 

which I do otherwise than I actually do. Therefore, the absence of such possible worlds 

is, in itself, irrelevant to responsibility: the modal branching requirement is false. 

 Whether or not Frankfurt’s argument actually succeeds or can be modified so as to 

succeed is still a hotly contested question. However, any proponent of the modal 

branching requirement must defend against Frankfurt-style counterexamples.  

 The explanatory leeway incompatibilist takes on somewhat different dialectical 

burdens. Since she explicitly rejects the modal branching requirement in favor of the 

explanatory condition, the explanatory leeway incompatibilist need not defend the claim 

that non-deterministic ways of closing the future threaten moral responsibility.  

 Nor, it turns out, does she need to offer any reply to Frankfurt’s argument. This is 

because Frankfurt cases work by showing that the targeted principle is unable to track a 

distinction relevant to moral responsibility—the distinction between what is explanatorily 

                                                
88 Frankfurt 1969, p. 837 
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relevant to an action and what is not. The explanatory condition is plainly sensitive to 

precisely this distinction. According to the explanatory condition, an agent is responsible 

for what she has done only if she is the explanation of her action. If Black intervenes, 

then I act because of that intervention—Black’s intervention is why I act as I do. In this 

case, the explanatory condition tells us that I am not responsible for my action. If Black 

refrains from intervening, then I act as I do for my own reasons, and I am the explanation 

of my action. In this case the explanatory condition tells us that I am responsible for my 

action. The explanatory condition ignores Black when he does not intervene precisely 

because he is explanatorily irrelevant. 

 However, in setting aside the modal branching requirement and taking up the 

explanatory condition, the explanatory leeway incompatibilist does take on the burden of 

defending a substantial claim about explanation. To see this, we will have to look in some 

detail at the sort of argument that the explanatory leeway incompatibilist will need to 

make in order to show that the explanatory condition is incompatible with determinism. 

 In practice, we often explain our actions by appeal to agent-internal factors like 

aims, ends, and desires.89 Usually there are agent-internal factors that look like they 

explain our actions, and usually we accept these explanations. I walk to the cafe because I 

want a cup of coffee. You buy a new computer because your old one can’t really run the 

programs you need to use. Bertrand brings his umbrella to the office because he’s 

worried that it will rain, and he doesn’t want to get wet on his walk home. Rachel stays 

home rather than going out drinking with her friends because she has to get up early for 

                                                
89 I am presupposing that such agent-internal explanations can be at least prima facie successful. 
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work the next morning. Gloria marries a man she does not love because he can support 

her children. You refuse to lie to your spouse, even though it would be easier, because it 

wouldn’t be right. I move from Indiana to California because I want to be a philosopher.  

 According to the explanatory leeway incompatibilist, if determinism is true, then 

explanations like these are never correct. According to such an incompatibilist, if 

determinism is true, then the real explanations of our actions are not about wanting more 

coffee, or worrying about rain, or any such thing. Rather, it is facts about the distant past 

and the laws of nature that really explain our actions and everything else that happens. 

The apparent agential explanations of our actions are merely apparent.  

 However, the agential factors cannot drop out of the incompatibilist picture 

entirely. It is not plausible to claim that we do not really have aims, ends, and desires, or 

to deny that these things are generally connected to our actions in a real and substantial 

way. It is hard to deny that such agential factors are a part of the story leading up to an 

action.  

 Indeed, any deterministic explanation of human actions must involve these agential 

factors—deterministic explanations of my actions must go through me, through the 

agential factors we would usually appeal to as explanatory. The deterministic story 

leading up to grabbing the umbrella on the way out the door, or heading out to the cafe, 

will also be a story leading up to worrying about rain or wanting a cup of coffee. The 

deterministic story will in fact explain these as well, and explaining these agential factors 

is part of how the deterministic explanation accounts for the action in question. If the past 

and the laws explain our actions, they do so by way of explaining the agential factors that 
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apparently explain those actions. On the incompatibilist picture, then, what we have is an 

explanatory chain. The past and laws explain various aims, ends, and desires, and these 

in turn explain human actions. 

 What the explanatory leeway incompatibilist must claim is that such deterministic 

explanations displace the everyday agential explanations we usually give and accept. To 

say that some considerations are displaced means that they are explanatory only in a 

qualified or derivative sense. They are, at most, a sort of elaboration on what is really 

doing the explaining: the displacing consideration. The displaced factors are just a way of 

saying how exactly the prior, genuinely explanatory ones lead to the thing being 

explained. 

  So, for instance, it may appear that the warehouse burned down because of the 

faulty wiring, but since the wiring was sabotaged by the unscrupulous owner of the 

warehouse who hoped to collect the insurance money, the real explanation of the fire is 

the owner. The owner and her greed displace the bad wiring. Still, the bad wiring 

explains the fire in some qualified or provisional sense, but it doesn’t get to the heart of 

the matter. If the bad wiring is relevant, it is as a way of saying how it is that the greedy 

owner can be the explanation of the fire. Thus even though an explanation of the fire by 

appeal to the owner must involve and go through the bad wiring, it is the owner rather 

than the wiring that really explains.  

 Or, again, under normal circumstances the car starts because I turn the key in the 

ignition. There are number of intermediate steps, each playing its part, but they are all 

displaced by the turning of the key. Once again, the intermediate steps must be 
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involved—the key can only explain the starting by way of the intermediate mechanism. 

The mechanism, though, is only a sort of elaboration on the explanation we give by 

appeal to the key.  

 Just so, the explanatory leeway incompatibilist must argue that deterministic 

explanations of human actions displace agential factors. To be sure, the past and the laws 

explain my trip to the cafe by way of explaining my desire for coffee. These agential 

factors, though, are displaced by the past and the laws of nature. On such a picture, my 

desire for coffee is the frayed wiring to the past’s greedy owner, the firing spark plugs to 

the past’s turning key. There is some qualified or derivative sense in which I go to the 

cafe because I want some coffee, but really, at bottom I do this because of facts about the 

past and the laws of nature. Of course, if this is right, then it would not be because of 

anything special about my trip to the cafe as opposed to other actions: this is just how 

such explanatory chains work. Earlier links in an explanatory chain displace later ones, at 

least when the earlier links are agent-external and the later ones agent-internal.  

 This is the general claim for which the explanatory leeway incompatibilist must 

argue. Call it the displacement principle: if something agent-external, A, explains 

something agent-internal, B, and B explains C, then A displaces B.  

 Between them, the explanatory condition and the displacement principle provide 

the resources to make a clear, simple argument for incompatibilism:  

(1) If determinism is true, then there are explanatory chains leading to all our 
actions. 

(2) These chains begin with events in the distant past, not with us.  
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(3) For any agential link in these chains leading to our actions, there is an earlier, 
agent-external one.  

(4) Displacement principle: agential links in an explanatory chain are displaced 
by earlier, agent-external ones.  

(5) Explanatory condition: an agent is morally responsible for her action only if 
she is the explanation of it.  

(6) If determinism is true, then all agential factors are displaced, and thus explain 
our actions in at most a qualified or derivative sense.  

∴ (7) If determinism is true, then we are never the explanation of our actions, and 
are thus never morally responsible for our actions. 

 I think it is clear that the displacement principle is the crucial premise in this 

argument. Premises (1)-(3) are unpacked from the definition of determinism, and are 

uncontroversial. Premise (6) follows from (1)-(4). The conclusion (7) follows from (5) 

and (6). If the displacement principle is true, it is hard to see why this argument would be 

unsound. If this is right, then admitting the truth of the displacement principle is 

tantamount to admitting the truth of incompatibilism. 

 If the displacement principle is false, it is not at all clear that the incompatibilist can 

make a case for her position at all. Perhaps it is possible for the incompatibilist to reach 

her conclusion without appealing to the displacement principle, but I do not see how. 

Suppose the displacement principle is false. In that case the fact that agential factors 

admit of agent-external explanation does not mitigate their explanatory power. To show 

that determinism would prevent our meeting the explanatory condition, the 

incompatibilist must show that our everyday agential explanations are not the unqualified 

successes that they appear to be. If the displacement principle is false, then the fact that 

the relevant agential factors are part of an explanatory chain reaching into the distant past 
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does not show this. Thus the incompatibilist would have to argue that the truth of 

determinism would vitiate the explanatory power of agential factors in some other way. 

However, if we deny the displacement principle and thus deny the relevance of the fact 

that determinism would subject agential factors to agent-external explanation, then the 

prospects for doing so seem dim indeed. 

 

§4 Setting the Modal Branching Requirement Aside 

 I have argued that there are two distinct ways to understand the leeway condition: 

one modal, one explanatory. These two ways of unpacking leeway yield distinct 

conditions on moral responsibility. According to the modal branching requirement, we 

are responsible for what we do only if there was a possible future in which we did 

otherwise. According to the explanatory condition, we are responsible for our actions 

only if we are the explanation of them. I have further argued that if the leeway 

incompatibilist adopts the modal branching requirement, she will have to take on one sort 

of extra commitment, and that if she adopts the explanatory condition, she will take on 

different ones. I would now like to argue that there is some reason to believe that the 

explanatory condition captures the leeway incompatibilist’s position.  

 The main reason to believe that the modal branching requirement distorts the 

incompatibilist position is that accepting it obliges her to defend the claim that non-

deterministic ways of closing the future threaten moral responsibility. Few 

incompatibilists are at all troubled by such worries, and some explicitly reject them. The 

clearest example of this is found in the work of Peter van Inwagen. He spends the second 
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chapter of his landmark book, An Essay on Free Will, arguing that bivalence and the 

timelessness of semantics do not entail anything of consequence about moral 

responsibility.90 

 Van Inwagen accepts both bivalence and the timelessness of semantics.91 Thus he is 

committed to the idea that there are true propositions describing all future events. He 

further accepts that the truth of these propositions is logically sufficient for the future 

they describe. Thus van Inwagen concedes that it is not possible for it to be true today 

that I shall phi tomorrow, and that tomorrow I do not phi.92 This means that there is no 

possible world such that yesterday it was true that I shall phi today and such that I do not 

phi. Given that the truth of the proposition ‘I shall phi tomorrow’ is a feature of the past, 

there is only one sort of possible future—the one in which I phi.  

 If van Inwagen believed the modal branching requirement, then he could not accept 

that bivalence and the timelessness of semantics suffice to close the future and yet claim 

that they do not entail anything about moral responsibility. This, though, is precisely his 

position. Specifically, he rejects the idea that this closure of the future is morally relevant 

because though the antecedent truth of future contingencies about my conduct is logically 

sufficient for that conduct, the truth values of these propositions depend on my conduct 

and not vice versa. It is up to me what the truth values are, not up to the truth values what 

I shall do.  

                                                
90 van Inwagen 1983 
91 van Inwagen 1983, p. 41, 52 
92 van Inwagen 1983, p. 40 
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 If he held the modal branching requirement, this would not matter. This reply is 

entirely inapt if we accept the modal branching requirement. If responsibility requires 

that there be possible worlds in which we do otherwise, then it does not matter why those 

possible worlds are absent. If the modal branching requirement articulates a genuine 

necessary condition for responsibility, then why the future is closed is irrelevant. I think 

this is good reason to believe that van Inwagen at least is an incompatibilist who rejects 

the modal branching requirement.  

 This is particularly significant given the crucial role of ability to do otherwise in his 

famous consequence argument.93 The consequence argument is, in one form or another, 

the standard argument for leeway incompatibilism. Thus the fact that van Inwagen is not 

relying on the modal branching requirement is substantial reason to think that other 

theorists hold a similar position. In fact, it is not hard to see the consequence argument as 

a version of the argument for incompatibilism that I above attributed to the explanatory 

leeway incompatibilist. On this reading, it is clear that the consequence argument relies 

on the displacement principle. 

 The consequence argument takes many forms of varying degrees of complexity.94 

All of these are aimed at capturing a single basic point, which can be formulated like this: 

If determinism is true, then our acts are the consequences of the laws of nature 
and events in the remote past. But it is not up to us what went on before we were 
born; and neither is it up to us what the laws of nature are. Therefore the 
consequences of these things (including our own acts) are not up to us.95   

                                                
93 van Inwagen 1983, p. 56 
94 van Inwagen 1983, chapter 3 
95 van Inwagen, 1983, p. 16 
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 Notice that the consequence argument is framed using terms with robust 

explanatory import. Both ‘up to us’ and ‘consequence’ are essentially explanatory. If the 

flooding is a consequence of the powerful storms, then there was a flood because of the 

storms; if it was up to us whether to go to Samarra or not, then we end up in Samarra (or 

not) because of our own acts.  

 With this in mind, it is clear that there is a parallel between this line of reasoning 

and the one I described above. What the consequence argument does is direct our 

attention to determinism’s explanatory chain, and point out that we are at the end of it 

rather than the beginning. But this fact is only significant in light of the displacement 

principle. If the displacement principle is true, then the fact that our actions are part of an 

explanatory chain that does not begin with us means that we are not really the 

explanation of our action. If the displacement principle is false, then there is no reason to 

suppose that the explanatory chain leading up to our action will entail that we are not the 

explanation of our action. The argument won’t go through if the displacement principle is 

false. 

 From this point on, I am going to set aside the modal branching requirement and 

focus on those leeway incompatibilists who adopt the explanatory condition instead. 

There are two reasons for doing this. First, as I have argued, there is good reason to think 

that the explanatory condition captures the incompatibilist position better than modal 

branching does. Modal branching saddles incompatibilism with commitments that we 

should expect to be unconnected. Second, there is already a vast literature devoted to 

Frankfurt cases, and to the non-deterministic ways of closing the future. Thus we have a 
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fairly clear picture of the dialectic landscape the leeway incompatibilist will face if she 

adopts modal branching and sets herself to defend its ancillary commitments. The 

displacement principle, though, is an unknown territory; one I mean to begin exploring. 

However, before considering the displacement principle, I will take a closer look at the 

other version of the control condition put forward by incompatibilists: the sourcehood 

condition. 
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Chapter Four: Sourcehood & Ultimacy 

§1 Sourcehood & the Explanatory Condition 

 Though the language of source, origination, and initiation has been associated with 

free will for a very long time, sourcehood only emerged as a distinct condition on moral 

responsibility in response to Harry Frankfurt’s attack on the version of the leeway 

condition called the principle of alternative possibilities. By rendering PAP suspect, 

Frankfurt put the incompatibilist in a difficult position. Up to this point, incompatibilist 

arguments had generally relied on PAP as a key premise. If Frankfurt had in fact shown 

PAP to be false, then these arguments would fail. It is this difficulty that led theorists to 

offer another account of the sort of control that is both necessary for moral responsibility 

and incompatible with determinism—namely the sourcehood condition.96 Understanding 

exactly how questions about leeway have produced the sourcehood condition will, I urge, 

do a great deal to clarify the precise content of the sourcehood condition. 

 Let’s start by taking a closer look at just what Frankfurt cases in fact show. A 

common way of describing the upshot of Frankfurt cases is that they show that what 

matters to moral responsibility is what actually happens—the actual sequence of events 

rather than facts about the presence or absence of alternative possible worlds.97 Thus the 

sourcehood condition is often said to evade Frankfurt’s argument precisely because it is 

                                                
 

97 See Fischer 1982. The first sustained articulation of an ‘actual sequence’ condition was presented by 
John Martin Fischer. His aim in doing so was to argue that though Frankfurt cases might show that 
responsibility does not require ability to do otherwise, they do not show that responsibility is compatible 
with determinism. Of course, rather than further developing an incompatibilist position along these lines, 
Fischer built his semi-compatibilism on the foundation of Frankfurt’s work. 
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an ‘actual sequence’ condition on moral responsibility. In this way the source condition is 

explicitly contrasted with a version of the control condition such that the metaphysical 

status of merely possible alternative sequences is relevant to moral responsibility. But if 

what Frankfurt’s examples show is that what matters is the actual sequence, not 

metaphysical status of merely possible alternative sequences, then they show not that the 

leeway condition is false tout court but rather that the modal reading of the leeway 

condition should be rejected in favor of the explanatory reading.  

 If sourcehood arose in response to Frankfurt’s critique of the leeway condition, and 

that critique attaches specifically to the modal reading of the leeway condition, then it 

would not be surprising to find that the sourcehood condition is a non-modal version of 

the leeway condition. Specifically, it would be unsurprising to find that the sourcehood 

condition is in essence the explanatory condition. 

 At first blush, the most substantial and sophisticated accounts of sourcehood—

those offered by Robert Kane—bear this out. Kane has presented a number of different 

formulations of his view over the years,98 and they have always included the concept of 

explanation as a key component.  

 In his 1985 book Free Will and Value, Kane presents a version of the sourcehood 

condition he calls the Condition of Sole and Ultimate Dominion.99 According to this 

principle an agent is responsible only if her action “can be explained by saying that the 

agent rationally willed at t to do so, and (ii) no further explanation can be given for the 

                                                
98 Kane 1996 p. 34 
99 Kane 1985, p. 46 
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agent's choosing rather than doing otherwise (or vice versa), or of the agent's rationally 

willing at t to do so.”100 Later, in his 1989 article “Two Kinds of Incompatibilism,” he 

articulates what he calls an ‘Explanation Condition’ on responsibility, according to which 

the agent is responsible only if “we can satisfactorily answer the question "Why did this 

act occur here and now rather than some other?" (whichever occurs) by saying that the 

agent caused it to occur rather than not.”101  

 Kane’s present position is first articulated in his 1996 book The Significance of 

Free Will.102 According to Kane this is not a new principle, but simply the latest attempt 

to precisely formulate the same idea the earlier versions are meant to capture.103 This 

version of the source condition is called UR: 

(UR) An agent is ultimately responsible for some (event or state) E's occurring 
only is (R) the agent is personally responsible for E's occurring in a sense which 
entails that something the agent voluntarily (or willingly) did or omitted, and for 
which the agent could have done otherwise, either was, or causally contributed to, 
E's occurrence and made a difference to whether or not E occurred; and (U) for 
every X and Y (where X and Y represent occurrences of events and/or states) if 
the agent is personally responsible for X, and if Y is an arche (or sufficient 
ground or cause or explanation) for X, then the agent must also be personally 
responsible for Y.104 

As should be apparent, the central idea of UR is that the agent must be the arche of her 

action. Kane takes the word arche from Aristotle, and quite explicitly takes the term to be 

                                                
100 Kane 1985 p. 46 Italics added. 
101 Kane 1989, p. 227 
102 Kane 1996 p. 35  
103 Kane 1996 p. 34 
104 Kane 1996 , p. 35 The analysis that follows will leave aside the requirement that the agent have been 
able to do otherwise. The explanatory import of the ability to do otherwise will be explored in the next 
section 
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of essentially explanatory import. According to Kane, to say that the agent must be the 

arche of her actions "puts the emphasis for being up to us not on the power to do 

otherwise, but on the source or explanation of the action that is actually performed; that 

source must be "in us." For Aristotle the arche is the origin or source or cause of 

something, but also its explanation."105  

 In short each of Kane’s renderings of the sourcehood condition puts the concept of 

explanation front and center. Thus it makes sense that other source incompatibilists, like 

Derk Pereboom, gloss Kane's view in explicitly explanatory terms: “When an agent is 

morally responsible, this effort of will is explained by the agent’s character and 

motives.”106 And further, “In his view, if an agent is morally responsible for a choice, 

either it must be free in this sense or there must be some such free choice that is (or 

perhaps plays a decisive role in) its sufficient ground, cause, or explanation.”107 What is 

more, an essentially explanation-based understanding of source is not unique to Kane: 

most theorists implicitly or explicitly adopt something like Kane’s sense of source.108 The 

explanatory character of Kane’s view is in fact indicative of a broad-based trend in the 

literature. 

 

                                                
105 Kane 1996 p. 34 
106 Pereboom 2001, p. 42 italics added. 
107 Pereboom 2001, p. 42. Italics added. Cites Kane 1996 p. 35 
108 Derk Pereboom, for instance, takes his condition (O) to be an expression of the same deep intuition as 
Kane’s UR. Pereboom 2001, p. 4 
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§2 Sourcehood & the Displacement Principle 

 However, though the concept of explanation clearly plays a key role in the 

sourcehood condition, it is also clear that as put forward by Kane and others, the 

sourcehood condition is not the same as the explanatory condition explicated in the 

previous chapter. The explanatory condition requires that the agent be the explanation of 

her action—that she explain in an unqualified sense. However, the explanatory condition 

in itself provides no guidance as to how we should determine when an agent is and is not 

the explanation of her action. That is, accepting the explanatory condition as an account 

of the control condition on moral responsibility does not entail acceptance of any 

particular account of just what would constitute being the explanation in this unqualified 

sense. The explanatory condition is independent of any particular view as to what is 

necessary for an agent to be the explanation of her action. 

 What this means is that the explanatory condition on its own does not lead to 

incompatibilism. Absent some theory or other of what it comes to for an agent to be the 

explanation in the requisite sense, we cannot tell whether determinism would allow this 

or not. We must remain agnostic. 

 As I argued in the previous chapter, this is why the explanatory leeway 

incompatibilist cannot simply accept the explanatory condition. She must go on to 

endorse an appropriate theory of what it comes to for an agent to be the explanation of 

her action. Above I argued that their theory is what I called the displacement principle. 

According to the displacement principle, earlier links in explanatory chains displace later 

ones—at least when the earlier links are agent-external and the later ones internal. That 
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is, the later links in the chain only explain in a qualified or derivative sense. The earliest 

link is the explanation of each subsequent link. The displacement principle allows the 

explanatory leeway incompatibilist to make her argument, but commitment to the 

displacement principle is separate from the explanatory condition. The displacement 

principle is an independent claim. The sourcehood condition is different. It is precisely 

not agnostic as to what would make an agent the explanation of her action. According to 

the sourcehood condition, being the explanation of your action requires that you be the 

ultimate explanation—that there be no prior explanation of the features of you that 

explain your action.  

 This idea has been put in a number of ways. Kane has said that “the agent's 

choosing or doing otherwise at a time is to be explicable by reference to the agent's 

rational will (in terms of what the agent "rationally willed at t to do") and by nothing 

else."109 Elsewhere, he says that “when we trace the causal or explanatory chains of 

action back to their sources in the purposes of free agents, these causal chains must come 

to an end or terminate in the willings (choices, decisions, or efforts) of the agents, which 

cause or bring about their purposes.”110 And again that a “free action for which the agent 

is ultimately responsible is such that its occurring rather than not here and now, or vice 

versa, has as its ultimate or final explanation the fact that it is caused by the agent here 

                                                
109 Kane 1985, p. 46 
110 Kane 1996, p. 4 Italics added. 
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and now. The explanation is "ultimate" or "final" in the sense that no other explanation of 

the outcome that goes beyond the explanation [by appeal to the agent] is possible.”111 

 This general idea is finally codified in the U component of Kane’s UR: 

(U) for every X and Y (where X and Y represent occurrences of events and/or 
states) if the agent is personally responsible for X, and if Y is an arche (or 
sufficient ground or cause or explanation) for X, then the agent must also be 
personally responsible for Y.112 

 The idea that being the explanation of your action requires ultimacy also shows up 

clearly in the work of other theorists. Derk Pereboom’s condition (O) has a recursive 

structure very similar to that of (U),113 and the idea that explanatory ‘tracing back’ from 

an action to events outside the agent would rule out sourcehood is far from uncommon. 

 What this sort of language makes clear is that the sourcehood condition includes 

not only the requirement that the agent be the explanation of her action, but also an 

account of when the agent is the explanation of her action. Specifically, she is the 

explanation of her action only if those aspects of her that explain her action are not 

subject to prior explanation. That is, if there is an explanatory chain that leads from the 

action to the agent, and then back outside the agent, then she does not meet the source 

condition theorists have put forward. An agent can only be the source of her action if she 

is the first link in any explanatory chain leading to her actions.  

 This way of saying what makes an agent the explanation of her action should sound 

very familiar. Recall that according to the displacement principle, earlier links in 

                                                
111 Kane 1989, p. 226 
112 Kane 1996 , p. 35 
113 Pereboom 2001, p. 4 
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explanatory chains displace later ones—at least when the earlier links are agent-external 

and the later ones internal. That is, the later links in the chain only explain in a qualified 

or derivative sense. Really, it is only the earliest link that explains—subsequent links are 

elaborations on this first, genuine explanation. According to the displacement principle, 

then, being the explanation of your action requires being the first link in the explanatory 

chain leading to your action. It is only when the agent is the first link in such a chain that 

there is nothing prior and external to displace her. This is the same account of what is 

required to be the explanation of your action as is expressed by saying that you must be 

the ultimate explanation.  

 What I am proposing, then, is that the sourcehood condition just is the explanatory 

condition bundled together with an account of what it would come to for an agent to meet 

that condition—namely the displacement principle. The sourcehood condition, then, is 

what results when the displacement principle is added to the explanatory condition and 

thus integrated into the control condition.  

 The difference between the explanatory leeway incompatibilist and the source 

incompatibilist, then, is far smaller than it at first appears. Both endorse the explanatory 

condition. Moreover, they both hold the same account of what is required to be the 

explanation of your action and thus to meet the explanatory condition. That is, both the 

explanatory leeway incompatibilist and the source incompatibilist hold the displacement 

principle. Both these core commitments are shared in common. The only difference 

between them is that for the explanatory leeway incompatibilist, the displacement 

principle is a separate claim, independent of the control condition, while the source 
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incompatibilist integrates the displacement principle into the control condition, making it 

part of the control condition.  

 Despite this difference, both the source incompatibilist and the explanatory leeway 

incompatibilist face the same dialectical landscape. Whether the displacement principle is 

integrated into the control condition or not, it requires defense. Any defense of the 

independent displacement principle will suffice as a defense of the integrated one and 

vice versa. I will now turn to the question of whether such a defense is likely to be 

possible. 
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Chapter Five: The Displacement Principle 

§1 Introduction 

 Though the sourcehood condition allows the incompatibilist’s version of the control 

condition to sidestep Frankfurt’s attack, it has not thereby moved beyond reproach. 

Consider the objection leveled by John Fischer: 

I concede that there is a strict sense in which origination requires the falsity of 
causal determination. … But why exactly should this be the sense that is relevant 
to moral responsibility? I grant that an agent must initiate or be the source of his 
behavior to be morally responsible for that behavior; but why is it obvious that the 
relevant notion of origination is the strict notion that presupposes indeterminism? 
There is, everyone agrees, a perfectly reasonable compatibilistic notion of 
origination, according to which the lightning bolt could be said to have started the 
fire even in a causally deterministic world. On what basis is it legitimate to insist 
that the relevant notion of origination, the notion connected to moral 
responsibility, is the indeterministic notion?114  

 I argued above that the strict sense of sourcehood to which Fischer refers is the 

result of integrating the displacement principle into the explanatory condition. The 

compatibilist-friendly sense of source to which he refers would then be the explanatory 

condition without displacement. In asking why we should prefer the strict sense, he is 

agreeing to the explanatory condition, but asking what reason we have to add in the 

displacement principle. He is, in effect, demanding some argument for the displacement 

principle. If what I have said so far is correct, then Fischer’s challenge goes to the heart 

of the matter: providing an argument for the displacement principle is the main dialectical 

burden that the source incompatibilist must bear. What is more, given the work we’ve 

already done, this is also a burden on the leeway incompatibilist. 

                                                
114 Fischer 2006, p. 16  
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 In this chapter I will explore the prospects for defending the displacement principle. 

I will argue that meeting this burden will prove a daunting task for the incompatibilist. I 

will proceed as follows. In section two I will argue that although certain existing 

incompatibilist arguments, specifically manipulation arguments, might be read as 

supporting the displacement principle, these are unlikely to succeed. In sections three and 

four, I will argue that if the incompatibilist instead presses her case by way of the 

explanation literature, she faces, at best, a difficult uphill climb through thorny theoretical 

territory.  

 

§2 Manipulation Arguments 

 The incompatibilist has, at least implicitly, made some effort to defend the 

displacement principle. In this section I will argue that manipulation arguments can be 

read as arguments for the displacement principle. Although they can be read in this way, 

they are not, in the end, successful. To see this, though, we will first need to see just how 

they can be read as supporting the displacement principle. To do this, let us consider the 

most prominent version of the manipulation argument: Derk Pereboom’s four-case 

argument. Rather than making the jump from manipulation to determinism in a single 

step, Pereboom lays out a series of cases, each progressively closer to the case of 

determinism. Pereboom crafts his cases so that the manipulated agent meets all the 

conditions laid out in prominent compatibilist accounts of freedom. To see how this 

argument (and others like it) provide support for the displacement principle, it will help 

to look at each of these cases in turn. Each concerns Professor Plum, who murders Ms. 
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White in order to gain some personal advantage; what changes from case to case is the 

history leading up to the murder. In the first case, we have classic nefarious manipulators: 

Case 1. Professor Plum was created by neuroscientists, who can manipulate him 
directly through the use of radio-like technology, but he is as much like an 
ordinary human being as is possible, given this history. Suppose these 
neuroscientists “locally” manipulate him to undertake the process of reasoning by 
which his desires are brought about and modified – directly producing his every 
state from moment to moment. The neuroscientists manipulate him by, among 
other things, pushing a series of buttons just before he begins to reason about his 
situation, thereby causing his reasoning process to be rationally egoistic. Plum is 
not constrained to act in the sense that he does not act because of an irresistible 
desire – the neuroscientists do not provide him with an irresistible desire – and he 
does not think and act contrary to character since he is often manipulated to be 
rationally egoistic. His effective first-order desire to kill Ms. White conforms to 
his second-order desires. Plum’s reasoning process exemplifies the various 
components of moderate reasons-responsiveness. He is receptive to the relevant 
pattern of reasons, and his reasoning process would have resulted in different 
choices in some situations in which the egoistic reasons were otherwise. At the 
same time, he is not exclusively rationally egoistic since he will typically regulate 
his behavior by moral reasons when the egoistic reasons are relatively weak – 
weaker than they are in the current situation.115  

 In Case 1, we can offer a very good agent-internal explanation of Plum’s act. He 

murdered Ms. White because he judged that doing so would be advantageous to him. In 

fact, Pereboom’s way of putting the case—Plum kills white “for the sake of some 

personal advantage”116—indicates that this is at least a prima facie explanation. ‘For the 

sake of personal advantage’ is a perfectly good answer to the question ‘Why did he do 

it?’ and can be paraphrased without loss by saying ‘because he would gain some personal 

advantage.’ The various compatibilist-friendly conditions—congruence between first and 

second order desires, moderate reasons-responsiveness, and the like—are, I would say, 

                                                
115 Pereboom 2001, p112-113 
116 Pereboom 2001, p. 111 Italics added. 
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different ways of cashing out what it comes to for the explanation in terms of Plum’s 

egoistic desires to be appropriately agent-internal.  

 There is, however, a very good agent-external explanation of the internal factors 

that lead to Plum’s act—the machinations of the neuroscientists who created him. 

Consequently, it seems at least as right to say that Plum murdered White because 

neuroscientists created him and then manipulated him as it does to say that he did it 

because he wanted to do so for the sake of the advantage he would gain.  

 In this case, it is intuitively attractive to say that the explanation of Plum’s conduct 

is the agent-external one. Plum is moved by egoistic considerations because of the 

manipulation. This manipulation displaces the agent-internal factors that it explains, and 

consequently the murder should be explained by appeal to the manipulation. That is, this 

is a case in which it is appropriate to apply the displacement principle. 

 In the second case, the manipulators are still lurking in the background, but their 

influence is less ‘hands-on’ than it was in case 1: 

Case 2. Plum is like an ordinary human being, except that he was created by 
neuroscientists, who, although they cannot control him directly, have programmed 
him to weigh reasons for action so that he is often but not exclusively rationally 
egoistic, with the result that in the circumstances in which he now finds himself, 
he is causally determined to undertake the moderately reasons-responsive process 
and to possess the set of first- and second-order desires that results in his killing 
Ms. White. He has the general ability to regulate his behavior by moral reasons, 
but in these circumstances, the egoistic reasons are very powerful, and 
accordingly he is causally determined to kill for these reasons. Nevertheless, he 
does not act because of an irresistible desire.117 

                                                
117 Pereboom 2001, p. 113-114 
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 Case 2 is structurally parallel to case 1 inasmuch as we still have a good agential 

explanation of Plum’s action, and a clear external explanation of the factors appealed to 

by that agential explanation. It is different in that the manipulators are only directly 

involved at the time of Plum’s creation. In case 1, we wanted to conclude that the 

external explanation displaced the agential one. Does this difference between the cases 

provide a principled reason to say that the manipulators do not displace the agential 

factors? Following Pereboom, the proponent of this argument says that it does not. If 

Plum murdered Ms. White because of the neuroscientists in case 1, we should say the 

same thing in case 2. That is, if the displacement principle was applicable before, it is 

now. 

 The third case removes the manipulators themselves, but inserts a functionally 

equivalent structure in their place: 

Case 3. Plum is an ordinary human being, except that he was determined by the 
rigorous training practices of his home and community so that he is often but not 
exclusively rationally egoistic (exactly as egoistic as in Cases 1 and 2). His 
training took place at too early an age for him to have had the ability to prevent or 
alter the practices that determined his character. In his current circumstances, 
Plum is thereby caused to undertake the moderately reasons- responsive process 
and to possess the first- and second-order desires that result in his killing White. 
He has the general ability to grasp, apply, and regulate his behavior by moral 
reasons, but in these circumstances, the egoistic reasons are very powerful, and 
hence the rigorous training practices of his upbringing deterministically result in 
his act of murder. Nevertheless, he does not act because of an irresistible desire.118  

 Case 3 is again largely parallel to the first two cases. The question here is whether it 

should make any difference whether Plum was influenced by direct manipulation of his 

brain, as in cases 1 and 2, or by childhood training. If both have the same effect, and in 

                                                
118 Pereboom 2001, p. 114 
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cases 1 and 2 we judged that Plum killed White because of the influence, do we have 

ground to make another judgment here? That is, can we now deny that the displacement 

principle applies? The proponent of this argument would deny that we do, and this is 

prima facie plausible.   

 The fourth case removes the structure, leaving us with the bare determination by 

antecedent external causes: 

Case 4. Physicalist determinism is true, and Plum is an ordinary human being, 
generated and raised under normal circumstances, who is often but not 
exclusively rationally egoistic (exactly as egoistic as in Cases 1–3). Plum’s killing 
of White comes about as a result of his undertaking the moderately reasons- 
responsive process of deliberation, he exhibits the specified organization of first- 
and second-order desires, and he does not act because of an irresistible desire. He 
has the general ability to grasp, apply, and regulate his behavior by moral reasons, 
but in these circumstances the egoistic reasons are very powerful, and together 
with background circumstances they deterministically result in his act of 
murder.119 

 Case 4 closely parallels case 3, but the factors that influence him are, though in 

some ways very similar to those bearing on him in case 3, neither organized nor goal-

directed. The question is whether this gives us grounds to conclude that though Plum 

killed White because of the training in case 3, he did not kill White because of 

determinism in case 4. It is plausible that it does not—it is hard to see why the 

displacement principle would be inapplicable here if it was appropriate in the preceding 

cases. This suffices to establish the displacement principle. 

 The four-case argument supports the displacement principle, if it does, by 

leveraging our intuitive judgments about case 1. It aims to show that if our intuition about 

                                                
119 Pereboom 2001, p. 115 
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case 1 would support the displacement principle, we have no reason not to generalize 

from those exotic circumstances to the prosaic ones described in case 4.  

 This is well and good as far as it goes, but it is hardly conclusive. There is, it should 

be noted, nothing to prevent the compatibilist from running the argument backwards. 

That is, the compatibilist can try to leverage antecedent intuitions about case 4. The 

argument would then show that if our intuitions about case 4 tell against the displacement 

principle, then we have no reason not to generalize from the prosaic case to the exotic 

one. Indeed, one would think that generalization from the prosaic to the exotic would be 

preferable to the reverse. 

 Whether one accepts the compatibilist four-case argument or the incompatibilist 

one would then seem to depend on whether you are more sure that we are responsible in 

the ordinary circumstances described in case 4, or that we are not in the sort of 

circumstances described in case 1. This, plausibly, is just a question of whether you find 

compatibilism or incompatibilism more antecedently plausible.  

 

§3 Prospects 

 There is, however, another, more direct way to defend the displacement principle. 

Since the displacement principle is a thesis about explanation, the incompatibilist can 

appeal to the large extant literature on explanation. Since the incompatibilist is committed 

to the displacement principle, she will need to adopt or produce a theory of explanation 

on which the displacement principle is true or at least plausible. Recall that we have 

looked at a number of accounts of explanation: expectability-based accounts like the 
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covering law model, the statistical relevance model and the unification model; causal 

models like causal mechanical and manipulation models; and van Fraassen’s erotetic and 

Achinstein’s illocutionary account. 

 I will argue that in seeking a theory that will support the displacement principle, the 

incompatibilist faces two main obstacles. First, most theories of explanation will oblige 

the incompatibilist to defend a stronger, less plausible version of displacement principle 

than her position requires. Second, most theories of explanation would tend to support the 

view that, if anything, it is earlier links in the explanatory chain that are displaced—not 

later ones. We will consider each in turn. 

 Notice first that there are two versions of the displacement principle that the 

incompatibilist might defend. On the one hand we have a relatively narrow version 

according to which only agent-internal factors are consistently displaced. On the other 

hand we have a much broader, entirely general version according to which later links in 

the explanatory chain are displaced in every case, whether they are agent-internal or not. 

The latter, more general version is less likely to be true simply because of its broader 

scope. The incompatibilist, though, need only establish the narrower version. However, 

most theories lack the resources to make a principled distinction between agential factors 

and agent-external ones. If this distinction cannot be maintained, the incompatibilist must 

defend the broad version. This means the incompatibilist is in a weaker dialectical 

position than she would be if she could defend the narrower claim instead. Consider first 

how this works on the covering law model. 
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 Recall that on the covering law model, explanations constitute arguments for the 

things they explain. The covering law model distinguishes between those premises 

containing laws of nature—nomological premises—and those premises containing only 

descriptions of states of affairs. The distinction between agential and agent-external 

would be a further distinction between different states of affairs. The covering law model, 

though, has no way to make this distinction in a principled way.  

 So far, this account distinguishes between explanatory factors based on content—if 

the content is a law of nature, then it is a nomological premise, if the content is a state of 

affairs, then it isn’t. The distinction between agent-internal factors and agent-external 

ones is different.  

 Whether a factor is external or not does not depend on its content, but on its relation 

to the explanandum. Desires, for instance, are agential when they are being used to 

explain the actions of the agent who has the desire, but external when used to explain the 

actions of some other agent. So, for instance, in a manipulation case, the desires of the 

neuroscientist at the controls count as an agent-external explanation of the manipulated 

agent’s behavior. This sort of distinction is entirely foreign to the covering law model, 

and it is hard to see any way to import it that is not blatantly ad hoc. 

 Since the covering law model cannot distinguish between agent-internal factors and 

agent-external ones, it would oblige the incompatibilist to defend the most general form 

of the displacement principle.  

 The situation is much the same on the statistical relevance model. Recall that on the 

SR model, A explains B when A is statistically relevant to B. That is, when the likelihood 
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of B given A is different from the likelihood of B when A is absent. The SR model does 

not yet distinguish among kinds of statistically relevant considerations. Though adding 

the distinction between agent-internal and agent-external considerations would not 

conflict with any of the theories claims, it would also be less than helpful. This is because 

even if we stipulated that the SR model makes this distinction, there is no principled 

reason to suppose it would make something of it. That is, the SR model provides no basis 

for making agent-internal factors statistically relevant under different conditions than 

agent-external ones. Absent such a difference in relevance conditions, the distinction is 

pointless. 

 Kitcher’s account, by contrast, might have some basis for the distinction. Recall 

that on Kitcher’s account, as on the covering law model, an explanation is an argument. 

For Kitcher, though, not all arguments are created equal. On this view, the argument that 

really explains is the one that instantiates an argument-pattern taken from the most 

powerful and streamlined set of such patterns. Thus, if arguments that use agential 

premises are more or less likely than agent-external ones to be part of the right set of 

argument-patterns, then this is a distinction that matters on Kitcher’s account.  

 However, so far as I can see, there is no reason to think that argument-patterns 

using agential factors will be any better or worse than patterns that use no agential 

factors. The mere conceivability of such a difference is not enough to give the distinction 

traction. Though it is at least possible for the distinction to matter on Kitcher’s account, 

showing that it actually matters will require substantial argumentation.  
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 Causal models are also unlikely to underwrite this distinction. Recall that on 

Salmon’s causal mechanical model, an explanation of an event is a certain kind of causal 

story leading up to that event. In particular, an explanation traces the causal processes 

that lead up to the causal interaction that results in the thing to be explained. Nothing in 

Salmon’s account suggests that there is a point making distinctions among different sorts 

of causal processes. It is hard to see what, if anything, the account could make of the 

incompatibilist’s distinction. 

 Woodward’s manipulation account is little more hospitable than Salmon’s causal 

mechanical account. Recall that on Woodward’s account, the explanatory causes are the 

ones such that if we were to alter them we could manipulate or change the object of 

explanation. The only reason this account would provide for distinguishing the agent-

internal from the agent-external would be if one sort allowed for manipulation and the 

other did not. This seems to be plainly false. 

 On all these theories then, it would seem that the distinction between what is 

internal to the agent and what is external to her is irrelevant to questions of what explains 

what. This means that on any of these theories the incompatibilist would have to defend a 

version of the displacement principle that applies to all explanatory chains, whether the 

links are internal to the agent or not. Though this is not an insurmountable obstacle, it 

does make the incompatibilist’s job that much more difficult. The next hurdle is more 

problematic. 

 The second hurdle the incompatibilist must overcome is the fact that for most 

theories, it is earlier links in the explanatory chain that explain in a qualified or derivative 
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sense. That is, they not only fail to support the displacement principle, they give some 

reason to believe an inverse claim—that later links displace earlier ones.  

 To see how this works on the covering law model, we need to first see what 

explanatory chains would be like on this account. If B explains C, then B is an argument 

for C, presumably an argument with two or more premises. For A to explain B, then, A 

must be an argument whose conclusion is a conjunction of the premises of B. So on the 

covering law model, each link in an explanatory chain is an argument for the premises of 

the argument that constitutes the following link. 

 In this case it seems clear that earlier links in an explanatory chain can in some 

sense explain later ones. If A is a sound argument for B, and B is a sound argument for C, 

then A is a sound argument for C. This fact, though, gives us no basis to suppose that B 

either fails to explain C or only succeeds in doing so in a qualified sense. The explanatory 

power of B is, for instance, in no way dependent on or even related to its relationship 

with A.  

 The explanatory relationship between A and C, though is different. The explanatory 

power of A with respect to C is entirely dependent on A’s relationship with B. A explains 

C only in virtue of the fact that it explains B. If anything, this seems good reason to say 

that A explains C only in a qualified sense. C follows directly from B, but it follows from 

A only after further premises—namely B’s—have been derived. There is no direct route 

from A to C. Since earlier links in explanatory chains depend entirely on later links for 

their explanatory power, there is on this account significant reason to accept the inverse 

of the displacement principle instead. 
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 The statistical relevance model is also a poor fit for the displacement principle. On 

this account, if A is statistically relevant to B and B is statistically relevant to C, then A is 

indeed statistically relevant to C. This means that earlier links in the explanatory chain 

can be deployed to explain later ones. This, though, is no reason to suppose that B is not 

statistically relevant to C—indeed, A’s relevance is parasitic on B’s.  

 Displacement, though, is similar to the phenomenon of ‘screening-off.’120 This 

typically occurs when apparently statistically relevant factors are shown to be merely 

indications of genuinely relevant factors. To see how this works, consider barometers. If 

the barometer in my study is falling, then a storm is more likely than it would be in the 

absence of the falling barometer. Nonetheless, I am not at all tempted to say that there 

was a storm because the barometer fell. What explains the storm is the same thing that 

explains the movement of the barometer—a fall in atmospheric pressure. The fall in the 

atmospheric pressure screens off the barometer in that if the pressure falls, changes in the 

state of the barometer do not affect the likelihood of a storm. On the other hand, if we 

hold the barometer fixed, changes in atmospheric pressure still affect the likelihood of a 

storm. In this case, we have a pattern that parallels the displacement principle. The 

barometer (B) explains the storm (C) inasmuch as the barometer is prima facie 

statistically relevant to the storm, but the atmospheric pressure (A) explains the 

barometer (B), so the pressure change (A) also explains the storm (C) and the barometer 

(B) does not.  

                                                
120 Salmon 1980, p. 65 
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 Screening off is not the same as displacement. But perhaps the incompatibilist does 

not need the displacement principle on the SR model—perhaps screening off will be 

good enough. That is, it may be the case that agential factors are screened off by 

deterministic explanations. This would suffice to show that determinism makes agential 

factors explanatorily irrelevant. 

 Though promising, this thought will not help. To be sure, if deterministic 

explanations screened off agential ones, then this would be sufficient for the 

incompatibilist’s purposes, but there is no reason to think this is the case. On the contrary, 

it would appear that deterministic explanations are statistically relevant to actions only 

inasmuch as they are relevant to agential factors. Holding the past and the laws fixed does 

not allow us to vary, e.g., the agent’s aims and emotions without affecting the likelihood 

of a certain course of action.  

 On the other hand, if it is possible to hold the agential factors fixed and vary the 

past and the laws, then we can do so without changing the likelihood of action. If 

anything, it is the deterministic explanation that is screened off. As was the case with 

covering law model then, the statistical relevance model is more likely to underwrite the 

inverse displacement principle. 

 The incompatibilist’s luck does not improve when we turn to Kitcher’s account. 

Since explanations take the form of arguments of Kitcher’s view, explanatory chains will 

work much the same here as they did in the case of the covering law model.  

 If B explains C, then B is an argument for C, presumably an argument with two or 

more premises. For A to explain B, then, A must be an argument whose conclusion is a 
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conjunction of the premises of B. So on the covering law model, each link in an 

explanatory chain is an argument for the premises of the argument that constitutes the 

following link. 

 If A explains B and B explains C, then A will displace B if the argument-pattern A 

instantiates in explaining C is in the most powerful and streamlined set of argument-

patterns and the pattern B instantiates is not. It will still make sense to say that B explains 

C in some sense—it is after all a good argument. It is not, however, the all things 

considered real explanation. 

 In order for A to be a better argument-pattern than B, we must be better off with A 

in our store of argument-patterns than we would be with B. A, though, does not actually 

let us get rid of B. If A explains C, it is only because it is taken to include all the premises 

in B. Combining pattern A and pattern B into AB doesn't legitimately reduce the number 

of argument-patterns. If A cannot eliminate B from our store of argument-patterns, 

though, it cannot displace B.  

 Turning to Salmon’s causal mechanical account, we find it no more helpful to the 

incompatibilists than the previous theories. Supposing that the explanandum is an action, 

some of the causal processes leading up to it will, in normal circumstances, be agent-

internal. Moreover, If we trace the chain of causal processes and interactions back far 

enough, the story will be told entirely in terms of agent-external causal processes and 

interactions. If displacement holds on the causal mechanical account, then this fact will 

entail that we can omit the agent-internal processes.  
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 This is pretty clearly not the case. On the causal mechanical account, explanation 

consists in tracing the causal processes involved. Omission of involved processes and 

interactions is always a deficiency, never a virtue. Moreover, the earlier causal processes 

are part of the explanation of the action at the end of the explanatory chain only inasmuch 

as they lead up to the causal processes whose interaction results directly in the event to be 

explained. Once again, it is the proximate factors that explain in an unqualified fashion. 

The explanatory power of more distant factors, of earlier links in the chain, is entirely 

derivative from and dependent on their connection to the proximate explanation.  

Woodward’s manipulation account is little more hospitable than Salmon’s causal 

mechanical account. Displacement can apply to cases in which there is an explanatory 

chain. If we have a genuine explanatory chain, then each link in this chain is a suitable 

means to manipulate the one following it. To be sure, this means that each link can 

serve—albeit indirectly—to manipulate any subsequent link. That is, if manipulating A 

allows us to manipulate B, and manipulating B allows for manipulation of C, then 

manipulating A allows us to manipulate C. Again, though, A cannot manipulate C except 

inasmuch as B can manipulate C. A is explanatory only in a derivative sense. 

 

§4 The Erotetic Account 

The incompatibilist fairs better on van Fraassen’s erotetic account.121 On the 

erotetic account, an explanation is the correct answer to a question. Setting a determinate 

                                                
121 I have so far omitted Achinstein’s illocutionary account from consideration. If this is the right account of 
explanation, then we should not be analyzing control in terms of it at all. Still, it is worth noting that the 
omission of this theory has not worked to the incompatibilist’s detriment. 
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question requires identifying a contrast class and a relevance relation. The right answer is 

the one that distinguishes the case at issue from the contrast class in the relevant way. 

Just what the relevant way is depends on certain features of the context.  

The context at issue is the context of determining moral responsibility. The case to 

be explained is a piece of morally significant conduct. The contrast will be conduct with a 

different moral valence. That is, in determining moral responsibility, we are asking why 

an agent performed, say, a morally untoward action rather than a morally neutral or 

morally good one, or perhaps why she performed a morally good action rather than a 

neutral or bad one. Typically, we will have a quite particular contrast in mind. For 

instance, we want to know why Alice stopped to help the woman who dropped her papers 

rather than walking by without helping. We want to know why Beth plagiarized her final 

paper rather than writing it herself. We want to know why Willie Sutton robbed banks for 

a living rather than taking up an honest profession. 

The answer to these questions will be something that distinguishes case (the action 

performed) form contrast (actions not performed) in the relevant way. If an agent meets 

                                                                                                                                            
 Recall that on Achinstein’s illocutionary account, what explains what is a function of the norms 
governing our social practice of explaining things to one another. In this case, displacement would hold in 
all and only those cases such that our practice licenses it.  
 This is, I think, bad news for the incompatibilist. It seems clear, after all, that our social practice is 
to generally ignore the agent-external factors that explain the various agential ones. Outside of very 
particular circumstances, we simply employ agential explanations, and often specifically reject external 
competitors.  
 To be sure, the incompatibilist might make the following argument. We sometimes accept external 
factors as displacing. Further, these cases are not relevantly different from our situation with respect to 
determinism. Thus we ought to recognize the external factors as displacing universally.  

Such an argument though, would be to no avail. On the illocutionary account, what matters is what 
the practice in fact is. There is no external perspective from which to say that practice gets explanation 
wrong and should be different than it is. On this account, the fact that practice does distinguish between 
various external factors is enough to make such distinctions legitimate, incompatibilist arguments 
notwithstanding. This, though, simply highlights the main failings of the illocutionary account. 
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the explanatory version of the control condition, then agent-internal factors will be what 

distinguishes case from contrast in the relevant way. This would, for instance, be the case 

if stopping to help is distinct from walking by in that Alice wanted to stop to help and did 

not want to walk by without helping.  

For the displacement principle to be true, it would need to be the case that when we 

are trying to determine moral responsibility, agential factors that are themselves subject 

to agent-external explanation do not distinguish case from contrast in the relevant way. 

This seems clearly true in some cases. It is, for instance a good fit for cases of coercion. 

There is some reason to say that the bank teller gives Willie Sutton the money rather than 

leaving it in the till because she wants to—her wanting to do this distinguishes case from 

contrast. However, she wants to give him the money rather than leaving it in the till 

because he has threatened her with a gun. The desire that distinguishes her action from 

alternatives is itself to be explained by appeal to the threat. In this case, it seems clear that 

what really distinguishes the teller’s action from the contrast in the relevant way is the 

threat. The teller put the money in the bag rather than leaving it in the till because Willie 

threatened to shoot her if she did not put the money in the bag. The teller’s desire to hand 

over the money is displaced by the agent-external factors that explain the desire. 

Notice that the teller’s desire still distinguishes case from contrast. It is still true 

that handing the money over is different from the various alternative actions in that the 

teller wants to hand over the money. The desire, though, does not explain because, in 

light of the threat, it does not distinguish case from contrast in the relevant way. That is, it 

is not a distinguishing factor that meets the relevance relation. This is important to note 
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because in every normal case agential factors will distinguish case from contrast. When 

and if they are displaced it is because they fail to meet the relevance relation. 

In order for the displacement principle to hold in the way the incompatibilist 

requires, we must be able to generalize from specific, clear cases like this to every case in 

which agential factors are subject to explanation by appeal to external factors. Whether 

this is possible will depend on just what the relevance relation is when we are 

determining moral responsibility.  

We do not have any account of conditions of relevance germane to questions of 

moral responsibility. Moreover, the explanation literature does not tell us how we are to 

determine what that relevance relation is. Making a case for or against the displacement 

principle will require an account of this relevance relation. Providing such an account 

will in turn require an account of how context generates a determinate relevance relation.  

The incompatibilist, then, will need to do a great deal of theoretical work in order to 

defend the displacement principle on an erotetic account like van Fraassen’s. The 

prospects, though, are far better than on any other account. On causal and expectability 

accounts, it was neither clear how displacement could occur at all, nor how to make the 

case for the displacement principle. On a van Fraassen-type erotetic account, 

displacement clearly occurs. It is similarly clear what will be required to establish the 

truth of the displacement principle. 
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Chapter Six: Conclusion 

 My overarching goal in this dissertation has been to clarify and advance the 

dialectic between compatibilism and incompatibilism. I have tried to identify and 

elucidate the issues in a way that will allow us to address these issues in a direct and 

helpful way. I have done so by locating the essential difference between compatibilism 

and incompatibilism as the displacement principle—a claim that is not about freedom, 

control, or moral responsibility at all, but rather about explanation.  

 To say why I take this move to be a step forward, I need to first say something 

about why I take it to be necessary to take such a step at all. It is not as if no new work is 

being done on the issue. There is a vast and active literature concerned with assessing, 

bolstering, or refuting the many arguments for and against compatibilism and 

incompatibilism. There are highly sophisticated, well worked out theories representing 

each side. Why think that reframing the issue in the way I propose will be an 

improvement? 

 In surveying the free will literature, it seems to many that the opposing camps have 

fought one another to a standstill. The positions are refined, but they are also entrenched. 

Well-honed arguments are mustered on both sides, but they are seldom able to move the 

debate. Rather, they reinforce the existing positions and help their adherents fend off 

attacks.  

 This is a highly sophisticated confrontation, but not one that holds out much hope 

of resolution. Arguments for incompatibilism frequently seem powerfully compelling to 

incompatibilists, but leave compatibilists unmoved. Likewise, incompatibilists often 
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seem to have difficulty feeling the force of compatibilist arguments. Certain arguments 

can serve either side, depending on judgments about the relative plausibility of premises 

and conclusion: my modus ponens may just as well be your modus tollens. Each side 

tends to feel that the other has just missed the point of the issues in some subtle but 

profound way. As a result, some suspect that all the most compelling arguments beg the 

question somehow—that they import something that is at least tantamount to the 

conclusion.  

 One possible explanation for this dynamic is that the various disputants rely on 

certain core intuitions in framing their arguments. Certainly there are a number of 

questions that seem to end up turning on the relative merits of conflicting intuitions. 

Moreover, it is not implausible to think that many of the intuitions tapped by the various 

arguments just are intuitions about the relative plausibility of compatibilism and 

incompatibilism. If these intuitions are, in essence, the same basic ones that lead someone 

to be a compatibilist or an incompatibilist in the first place, that would explain why so 

many well-crafted arguments are unhelpful. If some of the premises or inferences are 

accepted or rejected based on an intuition that is essentially about the conclusion, the 

argument will only work for those already inclined to accept the conclusion. 

 However, even if the relevant intuitions are not directly about incompatibilism, 

there is still reason to think them unreliable. The intuitions mustered for and against 

incompatibilist arguments are often of little significance beyond the free will debate—

they are typically not commitments with wide application. This means that there are few 
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other intuitions for them to be balanced against, except perhaps one’s undoubtedly 

stronger intuitions about the basic plausibility of incompatibilism. 

 Identifying the pivotal role of the displacement principle provides a way to 

circumvent the irreconcilably divergent intuitions held by the partisans in the free will 

debate. Intuitions about the plausibility of the displacement principle may or may not 

follow the standard partisan lines. If they do not, then the principle provides a lever for 

moving previously intractable positions. However, even if the lines are crisp and 

predictable, progress will have been made. The displacement principle and the intuitions 

about it are, after all, about explanation. They will thus be accountable to our more 

general intuitions about explanation, and to the standards of evaluation and plausibility 

set by the substantial philosophical literature on explanation. The displacement principle 

is a substantive and controversial claim with ramifications well beyond the free will 

literature. Theorists will have to take those consequences as part and parcel of their 

views, and they will be able to weigh them against their intuitions concerning 

displacement. 

I have tried to show just how difficult it will be to satisfactorily defend the displacement 

principle. Most theories of explanation tell heavily against it. Erotetic accounts of 

explanation hold out some hope. Even here, though, the challenges are great. Settling the 

status of the displacement principle will require fundamental theoretical progress. It will 

be a substantial undertaking, and, if I am right, an important one.  
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“I should have liked to produce a good book. This has not come about, but the time is 
past when I could improve it.”  

 –Ludwig Wittgenstein, Preface to the Philosophical Investigations 
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